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RESIDENTS COMPLAINT

Apartment Complex Sub-Standard?
RIVERSIDE

-lJy Mary Shelton
Black tenants living at an apartment . complex in downtown
Riverside said tha't they have experienced racial discrimination and sub-

standard living conditions including
mold infestation and pipes leaking
water and sewage and that has made
them sick.
On Oct. 29, problems with electrical wiring sparked a late night fire
that endangered their lives, they said.
Renona Smith said she woke up

suddenly in the livingroom to a "pop,
pop" sound, then saw the flames near
the air conditioner. The fire burned
so hot, it melted the prongs on a plug
and set fire to the chair where another tenant slept. Smith said it would
have been worse if they had been
sleeping in the bedrooms, with no

means to escape from the fire.
Smith and two other tenants who
lived at Olympic Apartments on
Sixth and Lime streets, which are
owned by Michael Khoury, have
filed complaints with the state and
the Fair Housing Council. Two other .
Black tenants have also filed cases,

according to a representative of the
Fair Housing Council.
Smith has led the fight alleging
that 15 Black applicants were told
there were no a,rartment units available to rent, even as she witnessed
the management renting apartments
See HOUSING, Page A-6

James Daniels Fights Fire To Save A Friend's. Home in "Old Fire"
The Black Voice News
SAN BEflNARDINO

~y Cheryl Brown

James Daniels is still agitated
from his experience in the "Old Fire'.'
last week. His morning with his children at sports functions soon became
an obsession to save the home of Dr.
Irene Donley-Kimble, his wife's
business partner, before returning
home and manditorily evacuating his
'own home. All of this happened in
'one day, a day he never again wants
to re-Jive.
Daniels says his Saturday began
like any other, taking his children to a
soccer game and his son's baseball
practice. Looking west he could see
the Grand Prix fire and suprisingly
1ooking northeast he saw a puff of
smoke in the Waterman Canyon area.
The game was over and the puff of
smoke became larger and larger and
he becam e very concerned. "I called

her (Irene) and left a message. It was
like something inside of me came
over me that said I should go over to
Irene's house," said Daniels. He is
very quick to say he is not a hero and
doesn't want to be singled out as one.
But he is an ordinary person who performed an extraordinary feat.
· As he approached Donley;J(imble's house he saw helicopters
Circling. "There were no fire trucks
but I saw an orange glow come over
the back of the house. Policemen
were knocking on doors telling residents to leave and Irene and her

daughter assessed the situation. I
asked that she and her daughter put
some urgency behind their packing,"
said Daniels.
· They did, and he was able to ~ave
them drive to his h~use for safety,
which was located a little further east.
Then he did what some would say is
not prudent. He went in the backyard
and meticulously laid out the garden
hoses so he could hol~ off the fire.
"How should I attack this problem," he asked himself. He said, "the
~ky was ablaze all around me. " All of
a sudden the house to the right of him
became totally engulfed in flames.
There was fire corning out of the
house on the left.
"I was totally engulfed in smoke. I
heard. what sounded like propane
tanks exploding," he said. With the
water hose he began to water the bush
that v/as on fue, the wooded section
of the fence in the back yard and a
neighbor appeared to help him and he
i. See PIAE,-Page A.S ·· •·
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James Daniels looks
at the devastation
left by the It.."Olp ,_.Fire"
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Hobbs to be
Remembered
The Black Voice News
SAN BERNARDINO

The life of former Councilman
John D. Hobbs, a longtime San
Bernardino resident, will be celebrated on November 15 at 1:00 p.n;i..
at New Hope
Baptist Church
in
San
Bernardino, and
November 18,
7:00 pm at West
Oak l and
Baptist Church,
John D. Hobbs, Sr. 1025
· Violet
Street
in
· Atlanta, GA.
Hobbs, known for his wit, humor
and bellowing voice, lost his battle
to cancer last week.
Hardy Brown, his campaign
manager when he successfully won
the 6th Ward Council seat in 19751983 said that Hobbs used his bellowing voice when he wanted to
make a poin~. "And people did listen. He was dedicated to the community he served and many times
would say that his community was
the only place for San Bernardino
to grow because of the availabilty.
of buildable land," Brown said.
Hobbs was a History and Math
teacher at Redlands High School
1963-1994. He was known to challenge his students. Again his voice
was so distinctive that he kept their
attention.
Wibur Brown, a community
griot and member of New H~pe
.Baptist Church said, "Hobbs was a
significant part of our history in the
See HOBBS, Page A-6

JacksonSuccumbs
The Rinck V,1ice News
RIALTO

EVA-GARD Construction and Restoratio n Company was In the area assessing t he terrific damage done by the recent fires. He says his team of professional engineers and architects
are equipped to handle the most detailed and met iculous work. They are highly trai ned to handle all phases of fire reconstruction from emergency ·services to actual construct ion for
residential or commercial settings. Assessing the damage were Joh.n Allen a partner, his workers Estela Amaya and Dora Lemuz, Talvls Wright was out of the photo.

Harrowing Fire Evacuation Stories
By .Cheryl Brown
Calls are still coming into the
J3lack Voice News office about people who have been affected by the
Grand Prix and Old Fire that devastated our community over the last
two weeks. According to residents
Valeata Scott and Carolyn Tobin, the
fires brought out the best in people.
Veleata Scott and her infirmed
inother said, "Our neighborhood is
so tight, it is like in the old days
when you helped each other." She
}Vas referring to what ·happened to
her as she prepared and ultimately
left her house.
· Carolyn Tobin's story is heartwarming; it also shows how being
neighborly is rewarding.
. Scott lives in the Devore portion
of the "Old Fire," where the Old Fire
and the Grand Prix fire joined
together. She and her mother began
packing their valuables knowing she
would never see her house again. It
y.,as 3 :00 am and the fire was

advancing. The San Bernardino
police went through .the neighborhood warning them to get out. Her
neighbors offered and helped her
leave the area and when she left she
accidentally left the garage door up.
A neighbor, who stayed behind,
closed her door so that the burning
embers could not get in to start a
fire. It was a volatile time. The fire
burned up to the freeway ramp close
to her house. Scott said she found
out that two fire trucks were on her
street and others with a forest service department ground crew.
Unfortunately one fire fuefighter,
Don Thompson, was injured when
several bales of burning hay fell on
his legs. By the time the community
found out, he had been released
from the Arrowhead Regional
Medical Center. The community
· sent him cards and wished him well.
She is still trying to get in touch with
him. She thanks God and the firefighters for their work in saving her
house.

Emma Jackson

Photo by Jon Gaede
A water dropping helicopter hovers, as the skies turned a dark brown from the smoke of the "Old Fire:'

The San Manuel Tribe of Indians
em1;>loys Carolyn Tobin as an
administrative assistant. Her first
\
.
encounter with the fierceness of the
Old Fire was when the reservation
closed down and she was sent home.

She reports that not one structure
was affected on the reservation,
although it was in the direct line of
the fire. Her second encounter was
when a friend Stephanie Liggins, a
local teacher, called her looking for

shelter for her family when she was
evacuated from the fire in the Del
Rosa area_ Liggins had already
taken in her nephew who was evacSee STORIES, Page A-6

UC Riverside's African Diaspora Lecture Series

Jonathan Beecher Lectures on the Haitian Revolution
The Black Voice News
RIVERSIDE

Jqnathan Beecher, professor of
l':tistory at UC Santa Cruz, launches
the fourth year of UC Riverside's
African Diaspora Lecture Series
with a free, public lecture at 3 p.m.
Saturday, Nov. 8, in room 1500 of
~he Humanities and Social Scienc~s
building.

The
lecture,
. "Toussaint
L' ouverture and the Haitian
Revolution," will focus on the
bicentennial
of
Haitian
Independence, which became a signal event in the history of the
Americas, said UC Riverside
History Professor Sterling Stuckey.
"The Revolution, led by a man
named Toussaint L' ouverture, was
perhaps our sole beacon in the dark-

E-Ma il to p re s sr elea s c 4 tl l.i c kvo1 c.e n e w s c om

est period of our history, a time
when millions of Africa's descendants throughout the America's
were enslaved with few prospects
for freedom," Stuckey said. "David
Walker, one of the greatest leaders
of the slave era, perhaps best captured the spirit of his people's regard
for Haiti when he referred to Haiti
as "the glory of the Blacks and the
terror of tyrants." That inspiration

has yet to be equaled as Blacks
remain scattered in the diaspora,
Stuckey said. "That is what makes
the bicentennial so important in our
history and Jonathan Beecher's lecture so compellingly relevant
today."
Beecher graduated magna cum
laude with a B.A. ·from Harvard in
1959. He went on to receive his
doctorate from Harvard. He also

studied at the Sorbonne and the
Institute for Political Studies in
Paris. He was an Instructor in
History at Harvard from 1967-69
and has been teaching French
History at Santa Cruz since 1970.
The African Diaspora Lecture
Series is sponsored by the History
Department and the UCR Center for
Ideas and Society.
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After' a long battle with cancer
• Emma Jackson succumbed at 'the
home of her daughter Burrietta
White on Monday, October 27,
2003. Jackson, the daughter of the
late Lafayette and Carrie Martin,
was the wife of Hugh Jackson,
Founder and CEO, Michigan
Ass.ociation
for
Leadership
Development, Inc.
(MALD).
Jackson also lived in San
Bernardino when her husband was
the director of the Inland area Urban
League. Her ·husband has been ·a
contributor to the Black Voice News
editorial page. She was born in
Montgomery, Al. At an early age,
Jackson began her christian walk at
Salem Christian Church, Calhoun,
AL.
While raising four children she
worked with the public schools, Job
Corps and won awards for retail
marketing. A favorite hobby· was
growing flowers, which garnered
her many awards from the city of
Pontiac, Michigan.
She is survived by her husband of
over 50 years, Hugh, sisters Mabel
Parker and Lulu Williams, Clara
Hartley, Evelyn Pierce; two daughters, Huberta Lowman (Bill), and
· Burrietta White (Kenneth); two
sons, Torrance S. Jackson, Hugh
Jackson, Jr. (Darletta); and ten
grandchildren: Awoyunla, Haston,
Akinlana Lowman ; Hugh, Ill,
Houston, Hampton, Hamilton,
Hadiya, Haywood and Halexander
Jackson; and numerous nieces,
nephews and cousins.
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New Study: SAT is Racist

Politics verses Politicians

dents often do better on more difficult
questions than easier ones bec.ause
A few weeks ago, I gave a speech in easier questions use a common (or
Baltimore in which I suggested that "street") vocabulary that can be interthe Scholastic Achievement Test preted ·differently by different groups
(SAT) score gap between Black and according to their cultural experiWhite students did not measure the ences.
intelligence of Black students, but the
Most important, Jay Rosner stated
rate of Black to White cultural assim- that researchers did not know why
ilation. When the speech was over, some questions were more difficult
some worried parents came up to say for Black students than for White stuthat they knew all along that their dents, but that the testing company
child was smart, but that they didn't knew in advance that there· are many
know what was wrong. Others were . more questions that ·appeared to favor
~ concerned because they had bought
Whites than either Blacks or Latinos
the line that something that we have in making up the tests.
constructed in this country known as
At a time when the use of educa"education" is objective and that if tional testing has become a weapon
children don't achieve it, there is used by the Right wing to eliminate
something wrong with them.
the jobs of Black teachers and the
Well, now comes a study by Jay thousands of degrees earned by Black
Rosner of the Princeton Review high school students, it is distressing
.Foundation that finds that since the that Black parents and policy makers
Educational Testing Service, which are not more aggressive in attacking
makes up the SAT, the major test these tests. Instead, tht;y appear to
_required by college entrance officials, have accepted them and the inference
is concerned most of all with the reli- that Black kids just have to master
ability of the test, the majority of the them. That is a fallacious idea when
questions in it are geared to "White all that may be involved is that somepreference."
one or .some entity fairly selects the
A reliable question is one on which questions that appear on a test and
those who score positively do well in does make the examinations so
college and those who score nega- skewed toward the normative culture
tively do poorly. The Princeton of Whites that Blacks kids are penalReview Foundation, which helps ized.
The stakes of just assuming that the
· minority students in taking the test,
says that in the 2000 version of the tests are correct is that if Black kids
SAT, every one of the 138 questions do not achieve, they are blamed or
selected for it favored White students their parents are blamed or their
schools are regarded as "failed" or
and none favored Black students.
A retired Educational Testing the school superintendent· is blamed
Service researcher, Roy A. Freedle, and tossed out - all for a racist result.
also published an article in the The existence of unreal expectations
Harvard Educational Review stating - that Black children will be able to
that the SAT tests contained racial adapt to tests that are configured on
bias. His point was that Black stu- the White cultural norm - is rampant
By Ron Walters

Politics is a word that so many people have come to dislike and
some even hate. It should not be the politics but the politicians,
who play politics with the lives
of the people they swear · to
serve and protect, that should
concern us.
Webster defines Politics as
''the art and science of the
government of a state; the
opinions, principles or policies
by which a person orders his
participation in such affairs or
scheming and maneuvering within a group." Politician is
defined as, "a person engaged in .Politics and in techniques of
civil government; a person engaged in politics merely for personal gain." Today we have too many politicians engaged in politics for personal gain and always scheming and maneuvering
within a group at the detriment of the public at large. We have
Democrats and Republicans who act like they are the only ones•
with solutions to solve our.problems. Therein lies the problem.
Some of the examples of this are as follows: Willie Brown, a
well \mown Democrat and current Mayor of San Francisco, was
picked to serve on Arnold Schwarzenegger's transitional team.
Mayor Brown was selected because he is the smartest legislator
to ever hit Sacramento. Although I did not vote for the recall or
Arnold, I thought this was a great move by Arnold. However,
there were some Black Republicans who thought this was a slap
in the ·face of Republica~. Their attitude was only ''we"
Republicans can govern and to hell with non-Republicans. At
.last count the state still has more registered Democrats than
Republicans and when you throw in other political parties and
those not registered, clearly neither party is a majority.
Another exainple, George Bush truly believes (or at least
Cheney and Rumsfeld convinced him to believe,) that the current position on Iraq is the only way to go. I don't think so. They
have lied to the American people on why we went to war. Now
they are lying about why we need to stay there. It is the oil. It is
the need to get money into Cheney's former company
Halliburton. It is to give contracts to their friends for the support that they gave Bush for the presidency. We warned people
before the election to stay away from and not play in the bushes. For the majority of voters, we did stay away until the United
States Supreme Court got involved and engaged in "scheming
and maneuvering within the group for personal gain." They did
not take into consideration the number of lives that would be
loss over playing personal politics. Let all of us keep in mind that
once elected it is critical that we govern with everyone in mind.
We need to write Bush and our Senators and let them know how
-we feel about this and other issues we have to pay for.
Another example is the "Ring of Fires" that circled Southern
California. Well before the fires burned, a request had gone to
Washington for Federal Assistance to thin out the Beatie infested trees that stood as a towering inferno in the mountains. The
request was ignored because it came from a state that did not
vote for the current administration. The result was a two week
raging fire that took lives and property in historic proportion. It
has now cost us taxpayers more-than it would have if politicians
had not played poli,tics with our lives. It was also reported to us
that even after the request for federal assistance during the fire,
our president's staff was slow to respond. This is taking politics
to a very dangerous level.
We must stop the scheming and maneuvering personal politician from destroying our government of ''we the people, by the
people and for the people."

~ongratulation to the winners in the November 4th
election. Total results in next week edition.
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in the Black community: And it is
supported by researchers and policymakers who argue that all it takes is a
little more effort by Black children.
.In other wor~s, the children are•vilified by some in their own community
as being at fault.
Pulitzer Prize-winning Washington
Post columnist William Raspberry, an
African-American who has written
for many years on the Black-White
test score gap, recently relied ·on a
faulty sntdy by Berkeley education
professor, John Ogbu. The study
focused on Black students in Shaker
Heights, Ohio, who appeared to have
had a dismissive attitude about academic achievement although they
came from middle-class families.
Raspberry, however: like so. many
others, apparently did not know of a
more extensive study by the Minority
Student Achievement Network of
40,000 studerits in high achieving
school districts, who had the same
attitudes as their White and Asian
counterparts about seeking high
achievement levels.
I am beginning to think that with the
research continuing to come out
which shows that there are problems
with the framework of "education"
and educational testing to which we
are subjected, that we should begin a
new civil rights movement aimed at
education . We should start to correct
the assumption that many Black parents have, thatAfric~-American culture is worthless as a subject of study
and all that matters is whether their
children test near as well as White
kids. They reason that good test
scores is the route to better employment and economic security.
But what if our youth just don 't test
nearly as well as Whites under this ·

present the system? The test score
gap on the' SAT is about 200 points
and has remained in that vicinity in
recent years. What if their objective
for their children can be achieved by
their demanding that the testing is fair
enough to take into consideration the
c~ltural experience of the · children
that leave their house every morning?
Something has to change and it
starts in the heads of our parents and
teachers, not with the students. The
rationalization for keeping the present system is often based on some
studies that show a minuscule percentage of children in poor K-12
schools-have achieved scores above'
the norm on various tests. But without substantial changes in tests at the·
K-12 and college entrance levels - •
paying particular attention to the edu-·
cational environment and economic
status of most Black children in
America - the scores simply will not
equalize. Moreover, with the "Leave·
No Child Behind" legislation that
emphasizes testing, Black parents are
in danger of having their children left
far behind. More than 100,00 students in Florida did not pass state
achievement test for high school·
graduation. Maybe now, Blacks will
start to take this situation seriously. I
hope that it is not too late .

Ron Walters is the Distinguished
Leadership Scholar, director of the
African American
Leadership
Institute in the A cademy of
Leadership and professor of government and politics at the University of
Maryland-College Park. His latest
book is "White Nationalism, Black
Interests " (Wayne State University
Press).

Dangerous Double Standards on Stereotypes
has a rep for being outspoken then why to play the race card, and call a White a
The reaction predictably was loud
get upset, let alone bl~st him, for a bigot, when it serves their interest, but
and swift from Black leaders to
racial jibe.
will circle the wagons and defend any
Ghettopoly.
Jackson and Sharpton regularly Black who comes under fire fo~ bigotry,
This is the silly, inane board game
spruce up their credentials as Black or misconduct. Some wayward Black
that purports to parody Monopoly, and
features Blacks as gun toting carjackAmerica's racial gatekeepers by public officials, and celebrities that are
ing, crack sniffing pimps, whores, and
demanding the scalp of any public fig- guilty of. malfeasance use the racial
gangsters. After marches, protests, and ( , •J•
• ,ure '(White of cour.se) lhati-blurts..out a (] iq9u~q· ffandar~ t~ the.if I a.cJYIWfge.
' '
the threat of a lawsuit by Hasbm, the 1.-&'.a..:.;.....,
racially insensitive crack. Bu~ that They !,Gream ,racism when thoy ,are
.maker of Monopoly, the national retail
racial doub{e standard is fraugh~ with caught d~iing wrong. They can getJway
chain, Urban Outfitters withdrew the faced White child pimp in an unnamed ' much danger. The standard assumption 1 \vith" it because many Whites regard
game from its stores and eBay yanked poor Black neighborhood. Acclaimed is that foot-in-the mouth racial gaffes, Blacks as so far outside the political
Black entertainers Bernie Mac, Lil' or pseudo-science quips by Whites and social pale that they see Blacks
it from its website.
The roar against the vicious and vile Kim, and Ludacris are among those about the alleged physical prowess of solely through the prism of a racial
stereotypes in the game is justified. But who do the voice overs in the film. Blacks, especially athletes, reinforce monolith. They think that all Blacks
what if David Chang, a Chinese- Again, there's no outcry from Black the anci'ent, but thorougply discredited think, act and sway to the same racial
American, and the game's creator, had leaders.
racial stereotypes, and they must be beat. They freely use the bad behavior
But the classic textbook example of swiftly reviled.
be.en Black. Would Black leaders have
of the chosen Black leader as the stanroared as loudly, or at all? The answer the racial double standard is the big flap
In some ways, though, the same quip dard for dysfunctional, and immoral
over Rush Limbaugh. Black leaders made by a Baker, or other high-profile African-American behavior.
is no.
And here are some examples of that leaped over each other demanding Blacks, if anything do more to validate
Chang and Limbaugh are the latest to
dangerous double standard. The same Limbaugh's head for his brain-numb, racial stereotypes then if it came out of find out the hard way that there's no
moment Black leaders lambasted racially loaded knock that Philadelphia the mouth of a prominent White. When pass from Blacks for Whites or nonGhettopoly, popular rapper Nelly hit Eagles quarterback Donovan McNabb Blacks don't protest bigoted remarks Blacks that trade in racial stereotypes.
the market with an energy drink called was overrated and coddled by the by other Blacks, racially insulting ' The pity is .that Black leaders won't
Pimp Juice. This is the same Nelly that media because he was Black. But a few music by rappers, or popular Black jerk that pass from other Blacks that go
the NAACP nominated for an Image months earlier when Chicago Cubs entertainers that lend their name to the same. There's a postscript. Chang
Award as this year's top male artist. manager Dusty Baker took much heat degrading films, they reinforce public says· that sales of Ghettopoly have
Worse, some Black leaders even from sports writers, talk show hosts, belief that there may actually be some- jumped as a result of the controversy.
claimed that Pimp Juice might spur and some ballplayers for his ridiculous, thing to the racial stereotypes. Chang is Co~troversy pays, and so do stereoother young Blacks to engage in busi- half-cocked quip that Black and Latino proof of that. By his own admission, he types.
ness. Meanwhile, rapper 50 Cent's players play b,etter in the heat than got his horribly skewed view of Black
album, P.l.M.P., packed with Black Whites, the Reverends Al Sharpton, life from watching scantily clad Black
Earl Ofari Hutchinson is an author
woman bashing lyrics hovers at the top Jesse Jackson, and NAACP President wom~n and bare-chested gold chain and columnist. Visit his news and opinof the charts. There's no outcry from Kweisi Mfume were stone silent. Most draped Black men gyr.ating wildly on ion website: www.thehutchinsonreBlack leaders. And Columbia Pictures Blacks simply dismissed Baker's rap videos.
port.com He is the author of The Crisis
is poised to release the animated film remark with a wink, nod, and bemuseThat Jack of Black protest also fuels in Black and Black (Middle Passage
ment. "Hey, that was Dusty just being the suspicion that Blacks, and especial- Press).
Lil' Pimp.
,
It cQronfcles the exploits of a freckle Dusty."
ly Black leaders, are more than willing
Presumably that means since Baker

.

Procrastination {Part IV)
which cause a life-time of bad aftereffects. In other words, to feel good
or indifferent about procrastinating
is to walk into a trap. Although you
may or may not get the bait, you
will become disabled for a period of
time, if not for life. .
A trap is a device for catching
If you are imitating the procrastianimals. An old-fashioned "dead ,
nation habits of your parents,
f alI" trap has bait placed beneath an friends, or the community, you will
extremely heavy cross log. This log
follow them into a · "dead end."
is delicately balanced so that the What that "dead emf' looks like is
slightest movement will make it fall
to be like all the people you are folwith such force as to disable or kill lowing. All are unsuccessful, lack
a small animal. In the 17th century
money, and never reach their talent
the idea of this trapping practice
potential or their dream. Suppose
was borrowed into psychology to
you procrastinate to show your
mean some deceitful practice or resentment toward an authority or
trick designed to do hllf)Il. People
want to show how powerful you
who repeatedly procrastinate in a
are. It is .the nature of most people,
way that does harm are tricking
especially males, to meet a show of
themselves into a trap. By procrasforce with a bigger show of force.
tinating, their intention is to get "If you hit me, I will hit you harder."
some kind of gain -- to acquire Then, in order to show you are a
something; to keep away from or "man," you will increase your
not get something; to keep from losatt~ck. This is how procrastinators
ing something; or to keep things as get a lasting bad reputation.
. they are. Each of these is a trap Procrastinating with authorities can
because immediate short-term ~ains be foolish IJecause they possess
are often fo!lowed by conseguences overwhe lming power, skill in the

use of force, a willingness to use
their force, and may take pleasure in
beating, jailing, and murdering
resistors. Thus, it is wiser to give
ground and come back another day
with a better plan. This is what is
meant by "discretion is the better
part of valor" or "look before you
leap" into a bad attitude. People
who procrastinate out of frustration
and mental confusion from indecisiveness make stronger their habit
of failing to learn how to figure out
ways to keep going straight ahead in
any difficult situation . Some people
are so bitterly disappointed with
themselves that they use procrastination as a method of self-punishment, even when benefits are readily available. This, of course, means
they are so focused on the negatives
of their inner self that they cannot
focus on an outer self-improvement
goal. Thus, they will go "nowhere
but down."
Most Black people are fed up
with being disrespected and disgusted with feeling relatively powerless within the society at large. In '
order to give their self-esteem a

· "booster shot," they engage in procrastination as a display of their
importance.. A common example is
those always late. Their "booster
shaf' comes at the moment of their
grand entrance because then they
are the center of attention. But in
business, lateness prevents being
hired, keeps one from promotions,
or leads to being fired. Brutes are
so self-centered, crude, and ill-mannered that they have no regard for
the inconveniences they cause people by procrastinating: By being so
thoughtless they make everybody
angry. Angry people are not helpful
and often will go out of their way to
throw obstacles in one 's path.
Regardless of cause, procrastination
is a way to guarantee two things.
First, You Will Never Reich Your
Full Potential And Forever Will
Be Burdened By This Realization.
Second, you will be left to wallow
in the ruins of what might have been
greatness in your life. As Mother
· used to tell me, "Son, if you do not
handle little things well you will not
be chosen to handle big things."
Joseph A. Bailey, II, M.D
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ROOTS: the Heritage Ganie is Released, Learn About Black History
The Blat;k Vnice News
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

What do Don Barksdale, Tiger
Woods, and Michael Jordan all
have in common? · They are all
incredible sportsmen. What if you
add Chuck Cooper, Robert L.
Johnson, and Chamique Holdsclaw
to the assortment? All are AfricanAmerican and each has made a
tremendous
contribution
to
American history. Now is the time
everyone should know their names
' and others' without having to
research the little known, but significant people on the long list of
Black American accomplishments
and how America benefited from
their hard work and perseverance.
In an unprecedented collecti'v·e
effort between the Estate of Alex
Haley and Heritage Works, Inc.,
ROOTS: The Heritage Game has
been released on a CD-ROM for
personal computers as a creative
and fun way to learn about Black
history.
In a unique environment of
intrigue and learning, ROOTS
introduces a Griot (GREE-oo), the
traditional wise man and story
teller of .West African culture, to
guide players through the trivia
game. Wise in word and in voice,

Dr. George W. Haley (center), former U.S. Ambassador to The Gambia and brother of the late Alex Haley, dressed in native
Gambian attire is seen with a CD ROM of ROOTS:THE HERITAGE GAME. Pictured with Haley are Clarence Mason (left),
President of Heritage Works, Inc., and Richard E. Barber, Sr., President of Penny Lovers of America, Inc. ·

the Griot begins by sharing the
story of the B aobab tree (bay-obaab). This immense and impor-

tant tree is indigenous to Africa
and lives for more than 1000 years.
The Baobab is revered as a source

Surviving the Fires -An Early
Thanksgiving

Cumulative · results are available
over several sessions.
Heritage Works, Inc., was founded by life-long friends, T homas
Donovan and Clarence Mason .
The company is committed to educating the general public on the
rich
heritage
of
AfricanAmcricans' contribution to society.
During his childhood, Mason
witnessed the scars on his greatgrandmother's back inflicted on
her as a slave. Since then, Mason
vowed to contribute something of
importance to America.
In 2000, Heritage Works, Inc.,
developed a relationship with
George · W.
Haley,
U .S.
Ambassador to The Gambia and
brother of the late Alex Haley,
author of ROOTS, the most powerful and significant AfricanAmerican saga of lhe 20th
Century. As a result of the relationship, the Estate of Alex Haley
teamed with Heritage Works to
form Haley-Heritage Venture to
develop the game.
Ambassador Haley
stated,

"ROOTS : The Heritage Game
opens a world of learning through
a creative medium. This interactive game will provide a new way .
to learn and understand AfricanAmerican history. I commend
Mason and Donovan for working
to bring it to the American public."
The Haley-Heritage Venture is
committed to marketing games to
young and old alike across
America, including every school
district, fraternal and youth organization. ROOTS : The Heritage
Game, rated "E" for everyone, js
invaluable to the learning process,
especially as students live, work
and participate in a culturally
diverse society. Haley-Heritage
Venture has teamed with Dick
Barber, of Penny Lovers of
America, to distribute the Game.
Visit our website at www.her- ·
itage-works.com for more information ,
or
www.pennylovers .org/roots.html
for ordering your copies of this significant educational opportunity.

for fertility and wisdom in many
African cultures. In the game, the
B aobab tree is transformed into the
i mportant position of bearing
points for p layers' correct answers.
The Griot then chaJlenges players to master facts and accomplishments integral to Black .history of
the past and Black influences of

static. We had no warning to evacu- go home to inconvenience, fallen
ate. Fearing for our safety we round- trees, smoke or water damage. For
ed up our neighbors (one family had now Lake Arrowhead is without
today. Over l lOO queSrions chalbeen evacuated from Upland the day power, phone service, or water.
lenge players in subjects ranging
before) and fled out into an eerie,
Chris and I have tops without botfrom H iS t ory, Science, Arts &
dark, smoke -filled night. With our toms, and bottoms without tops. We
Literature, Sports, Entertainment,
IMAGINE FOR A MINUTE
destiny unknown, we hurried down have mismatched socks, and sneaka nd Government. Each question is
HAVING LESS THAN TWO
highway 330, the only direct route ers without laces. Seems we grabbed
selected by the player from three
HOURS TO PACK 12 YEARS
1
open,t@'
the
b01tQm,.of
tho
mountain.
anything
we
could
get..
T~
neaGJy
1 u,i,le,1: J,~,"?~,:,q~ff~9~t~Y;· ~i.~~~\Jl:1,ore
1
--~YO UR LIFE IN A VEHIC~E•.MID '
Highway, 18, awash with fire, was packed luggag~ in oase of :emer- ..,111 P8/n,\s. g;.vt;p. ror m?re dirncuit
RUN FOR YOUR SAFtTY! ' '
,,
'
closed. As we•inade our way down gency is collecting dust jn our 1 ,answer • The mteractive game tai:Saturday, October 26 rriy wife
the road to safety the prevailing garage."·
'
geted for age eight to adult was
Chris and I worked franticly in the
orange glow of fire in the rear view
Our hearts are broken, but we go
developed over the course of eight
dark to grab clothing, photographs,
mirror offered a sobering reality. Our on knowing you our loyal reaclers,
years and the quality of informaand important documents as a wall
lives would be forever changed.
our family, friends and.the thousands
tion and ease of usability is readily
of flames fueled by thousands of tinFor 8 days we watched from San who were affected by the fury have a
apparent.
der-dry diseased trees raced out of
Bernardino as huge plumes of/ chance to heal and ponder and
One to six players customize
control through the San Bernardino
smoke
and
ash
poured
from
the
rethink
the
very
importance
of
life
their
experience by selecting an
Mountains.
mountain.
We
anguished
in
silence,
itself.
For
sure
not
the
bright
orange
image
and deciding on a personal
Our home in the resort community
prayed,
and
-held
hands.
As
of
this
skirt
Chris
wore
as
a
high
school
soundtrack,
from funk to hip hop,
of Lake Arrowhead was in the path
writing,
we've
been
told
our
home
·cheerleader
or
even
the
photo
of
me
all
of
which
is shown and heard as
of the fury. Fanned by stiff Santa
was
sparred.
We
fo
und
shelter
the
Harlem
track
star.
each
player
takes
his or her turn at
Ana winds, it took less than 9 hours
among
friends.
Chri
s
waited
in
line
For
safe
passage,
we
thank
our
answering
the
challenging
quesfor the Old Fire to hopscotch
more
than
an
hour
to
get
our
mail
Creator
and
the
thousands
of
firetion
.
For
further
personalization
through Waterman Canyon burning
and development, each p layer's
homes and structures, rage past rerouted to the San Bernardino fighters and volunteers who worked
Airport.
We
spent
a
day
volunteering
tirelessly
putting
their
lives
on
the
achievement is tracked in statistiCrestline where it destroyed 200
at
the
airport
hanger
that
had
become
line
to
save
Southern
California.
Our
cal
format and can be tallied alone
homes, burned some 12,000 acres
sincere
thanks
for
your
support
and
·
home
to
the
myriads
of
displaced
or in comparison to other players.
and claimed two lives. The power
was out. Phone lines to the local fire families. Thousands of Lake prayers.
department rang busy. The battery Arrowhead residents wait for the
Chris & Ernie Levister
powered radio we purchased for okay to return to their homes. Some
will
find
the
unthinkable.
Others
will
such emergencies blared constant
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Groumon's Chinese
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4 hr parking at Hollywood & H~hlond
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3 hrs free$3.00
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2 hr
parking
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• UNIVERSAL CITY Loews
Clneplex Universal Studios
Pacific's
Cinema 800/FANDANGO #70
The Grove Slodlum 14
$2.00 parking rebate when
323/692-0829
you purchost o 11cke1 for
4 hours on-site
volldote<I parking
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only $2.00.
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AND AT ATHEATRE NEAR YOU. CONSULT YOUR LOCAL LISTINGS.

EXPERIENCE--TR£ REVOLUTION IN IMAX
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·problems?
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Bankruptcy• Collections
Charge off • Repos

While reductions in state f~nding to bigher edobati;;h have reqt.i1ted all CSU campuses
limit enrollment growth for 2004-0S, Gal Poly Pomona ispomroitted to continuing its high
quality of academic programs and services. Cal Poly Pomona will coiltinue to support a
student population.reflective of its communnv.,and California's grQWlng diversity.

F1rs t -T1rile Fresh m1am
First-time freshman applications for fall 2004 must be submitted no later than.Novembef 30,_
2003. Cal Poly Pomona will admit all fully CSU eligible first-time freshmen appticants
:eraduate from local area high schools, file meir applications by November 30, and m
~cument and testing deadlines.
.f';,

Call
from high schools oursid
higher supplemental a ... 100 ~tetia. Additional
ion requirements and de,dlines i$ available ,at

(909) 793-2141 • (909) 335-3691
1(866) 444-4407

•ons/ftt_lmpactioti.

nsfers

· "I'm back here at Redlands Auto Center and I will continue to help THOUSANDS of people who believe it's
close to impossible to purchase the VEHICLE OF THEIR
CHOICE."

ppUcants for fall 2004 a
· ns will close as soon

e ~ and deadlines

STOP BY and see our huge selection of New And Pre-Owned Vehicles

(
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Recording artist Adrian Pressley
comes to Riverside on Saturday
night, November 29, at 5:00 p.m. for
a "Songs of the Deep Soul" live concert.
The venue will be the
Riverside Kansas Avenue Seventhday Adventist Church, 4491 Kansas
Avenue, Riverside. It will be a nonticketed event but an _offering will be
taken at intermission.
At the concert he will announce
the release of his first CD produced
by Nairda Music Ministries, "Songs
of the Deep Soul."
Ralph Carmichael, one of the
most recognized names in the religious music world, conducts one of
the orchestras on the CD. For more
than 40 years Carmichael has
arranged for such musicians as Nat
King Cole, Duke Ellington, and
Larnelle Harris.
Carmichael
arranged four of the songs on the
new CD.
The London Symphony Orchestra
as arranged by Bob Krogstad, a
well-known composer, did half of

Adrian Pressley

the music.
A native of Charlotte, North
Carolina, Pressley sang at a very
early age in his local church. Since

graduating
from
Andrews
University,
Berrien
Springs,
Michigan he has soared musically.
As a member of the international-

ly known gospel group, "Harvest
Celebration,," Pressley toured the
gospel circuit throughout North
America as well as in parts of
Europe and Africa. He has appeared
on media programs such as Pat
Robertson's 700 Club.
One of his defining moments
came in 1991 when he sang with the
world-renowned Harlem Spiritual
Ensemble group dedicated to the
preservation ll.Ild presentation of
American Negro Spirituals. During
his tours with the group he traveled
the globe performing in such places
as France, Germany, Japan, Korea,
Italy, Vienna,
Nigeria, and
Botswana.
Pressley is committed to not only
preserving the American spirituals
but also keeping alive the great
hymns of the church that is done
with fresh orchestration. He comments, "I want the soul of everyone
to be uplifted through this music."
The concert is under the auspices
of the Nairda Music Ministries and
the Kansas Avenue Seventh-day

Peoples - the Songbird of the South -Releases New Project
Soul nominee stayed close to
her traditional base with "The
Atlanta International Records Water I Give" which incorpo(AIR Gospel) announces the rates praise and worship, balrelease of "The Water I Give" lads, neo-soul, contemporary,
from Dottie Peoples on and of course, Dottie's signature
November 11 , 2003. A slightly 11 :00 AM worship se!""ice
different offering by the brand of traditional music.
The title track, "The Water I
Songbird of the South, "The
Water I Give" offers everything Give," has a slightly urban feel
plus more of the quality Gospel and successfully bridges the
music that is synonymous with Gospel music lover's ear with
that
of
the
Christian
the name Dottie Peoples.
The · Stellar Award winner, Contemporary listener, without
Grammy and Soul Train Lady of losing the core of the style that
has kept Dottie in the forefront
The Black Voice News

ATLANTA, GA

of Gospel music since she
entered the scene a little over a
decade ago.
Diehard Dottie fans will take
delight in the rousing, handclapping, foot-sto~ping track,
"He'll Give You Everything."
Penned by the psalmist herself,
this one is Hot, Hot, Hot!
For the "praise & worshippers, "Hallelujah Jesus" is a
song of praise that will surely
usher believers into His presence.
A beautiful melody,
Dottie masterfully handles the
message in a celebratory m,an-

ner that will easily evoke uplifted hands.
Another track of note is "Still
Running." Written by Doug
Williams of The Williams
Brothers fame, the universal
appeal of this one will have you
patting your feet without a
thought. With a slight "quartet"
feel, this track is sure to find
favor by listeners of all ages.
A completely versatile project, "The Water I Give" is one of
Dottie-Peoples' greatest works.

Thursday, November 6, 2003

Adventist Church. He is one of the
pastors of the church.

There is no admission charged.
The doors will open at 4:30 p.m.

Do you feel down and out, sick and in !)Bin?
Do you need someone to talk to? Are you in need to be cared for
like a family member? Is loneliness getting the best of you, and no
one cares? God does if you are having any of these problems
write to:

John Henry Ministry
P.O. Box 1812
Colton, CA 92324
Please call (909) 889-6628
Monday-Wednesday,
Fri and Saturday 3 p.m. - 11 p.m.
Sunday 9 a.m. - 1 p.m.

Life Church Of God In Christ
3349 Rubidoux Boulevard - Riverside, CA 92509
Toll Free No . (877) 684-Life - Fax No. (909) 684-8 11 7
www.LIFECHURCHRIVERSIDE.org
"Celebrating /6 Y,ars of Ministry "'
C hurch. Motto: TRY GREAT THINGS FOR GOD,
EXPECT GREAT THINGS FROM GOD!

Pastor Ron and Lavette
Gibson

SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT - Plan Now to Attend!
16th Annual Women's Day Service
Sunday, October 19, 2003 - AU Worship Services
" Covenant Sisters Living ln Fulfillment of God 's Purpose"

SUNDAY

I

I
I
I

WEDNESDAY

I

WORSHIP SERVICES: 8nm, 9'45am. 11 :30am. 6pm
BIBLE STUDY:
7:00pm
CHILDREN' S CHURCH: 9:45 A.M.
(Class,s for all Ages)
COOL CHURCH:
12 NOON C•k• You1h Chureh) f.RIDAl'.
SUPPORT GROUP:
4pm
FELLOWSHIP SERVICES: 7:30pm.

I
I

I

(Every ISI and 3rd)

I

LIFE CHRISTIAN ACADEMY (Preschool through 3rd Ge.de) - Coll (909) 684- 3639 to reg;s,er and for more ;nfo.
Our '"LIVING IN FULLNESS EVERYDAY" television broadca.,;,t airs weekly on DirecTV-The Wofd Network. PST

I

every Sunday-2:30pm, and Tuesday-2pm and on The Church Channel on Saturday at 6:30pm.

A 0 1rist..Ccnccrcd minii;try jn a contempe>rary sening with a Culling edge lllt-3!'18ge for all!

'

Come to L,ft ~ IT WlLL CHANGE YOURS!

David E. Talbert's Musical Stage Play Returns to the Wilshire Theatre
The Fabric of a Man
returns for a limited
7-performance
engagement,
The Black Voice News

Famed playwright David E.
Talbert brings the criticaUy
acclaimed musical comedy,
''The Fabric of a Man," back
to the Wilshire Theatre for a
?-performance engagement.
Nominated for a recordbreaking 13 NAACP theatre
awards and heralded by thousands of screaming female
fans for it's steamy shower
scene, "The Fabric of a Man"
explodes onto the Wilshire
stage November 12-16.
Tickets for ''The Fabric of a
Man" are on sale at the box
office and at all Ticketmaster
outlets. Tickets are also available by calling (213) 3653500 or (714) 740-7878, or by
logging
on
to
ticketmaster.com
"The Fabric of a Man" is
the story of Dominique
· Majors, a local boutique
owner with Mahogany-like
dreams of becoming the
world's most sought after
fashion designer. talented,
resourceful, and driven, '
Dominique's biggest challenge isn' t the success of her
, career, but rather the support
of . her boyfriend, Blair
Godfrey. Blair, a successful
New York stockbroker, is a
pompous and egotistical control freak who feels that
Dominique is way too ambitious and should focus less on
her career and more on him.
Paying absolutely no attention
to
his
opinions,

Dominique makes plans for
her biggest step toward a real
career -- she plans a once-ina-lifetime trip to Paris to
debut her line of clothing at
the famed Pret 'a Porte.
One night, while needing to
have her clothing samples dry
cleaned, she stumbles upon
Uncle Ray's Fluff and Fold
where she meets Joshua King,
a handsome and aspiring tailor who takes an immediate
interest in her work. Joshua
may be short on cash, but he's
long on personality, charm,
and spirituality. Days later, as
Joshua personally returns her
clothes, Dominique becomes
swiftly aware that her designs
aren't the only thing in which
he's interested. Joshua makes
his position very clear as
Dominique begins to melt
from his advances. Soon after,
sparks fly, temperatures rise,
and emotions hit the fan as
Dominique is forced to decide
which Fabric of which Man
best suits her.
"The Fabric of a Man" is
the winner of 3 NAACP
Theater Awards:
Best
Playwright
(David
E.
Talbert), Best Lead Actor
(Clifton Powell) and Best
Supporting Actor (Buddy
Lewis). The play is backed
by an unforgettable musical
score written and composed
by gospel superstar Brent
Jones.
Heralded by the Los
Angeles Times as "One of the
most prolific theater makers ·
in America," David E. Talbert
has redefined the urban musical genre, catapulting it from
artistic obscurity to boxoffice phenomenon. Since

1991, David E. Talbert has - eleven critically acclaimed
written, directed, and pro- stage plays are: Tellin' It Like
duced eleven blockbuster It Tiz (199 1-1993), Lawd Ha'
stage plays that have broken Mercy (1993-1994), What
attendance records from New Goes Around Comes Around
YorktoLosAngeles.
(1994-1995), He Say She
In addition to his commer- Say... But What Does God
cial success, Talbert's plays Say? (1996), A Fool and His
have received universal criti- Money (1997), Talk Show
cal acclaim. His plays have Live (1998), Mr. Right Now
garnered 21 NAACP theater (1998- 1999), His Woman,
award nominations, receiving His Wife (2000), The Fabric
five awards, including "best of a Man (2001), Love Makes
playwright." More than just a Things Happen (2002), and
creative engine, Talbert's Love On Lay-a-way (2003).
business prowess has led to
Tickets for "The Fabric of a
strategic partnerships with Man" range in price from
music icons and entertain- $22.00
$44.50.
ment conglomerates world- Performances
are
wide.
Wednesday-Friday evenings
Talbert's many career high- at 8:00 p.m., Saturdays at
lights include winning the 2:00 p.m., and 8:00 p.m. and
Urban World Film Award Sundays at 2:00 p.m. and 7:30
(Best Dramatic Feature) for p_.m. The Wilshire Theatre is
his cinematic directorial located at 8440 Wilshire
debut, "A Woman Like That." Boulevard, one block east of
' His fourth play, "He Say She La Cienega Boulevard in
Say.. .- But What Does God Beverly Hills.
Say?," wa adapted as the
Groups of 15 or more are
UPN sitcom, , "Good News." eligible for special prices by
The soundtrack to Talbert's calling
Broadway/L.,A.
eighth play, "His Woman, His Group Sales at (323) 463Wife," caught the music 4367.
industry's attention by climbFor more information,
ing to #15 on Billboard's please visit the official webgospel album charts.
site
at
Always seeking creative www.DavidETalbert.com
challenges and new business
opportunities,
Talbert recent. ly signed a SHEPHERD,S Gospel Time
Sunday 1 :00 pm
two-novel deal
with Simon &
Schuster. His
for
debut novel,
Advertisement call
" Ba ggage
Dr. Dorothy Shepherd
Claim, " was
released
in
October 2003.
Talbert's

1570 AM ,

(909) 597-7134
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Services

I

Sunday

8:00am

Hour of Power

Sunday

10:30am

Worship/Celebration

Tuesday

7:00pm

Bible Study

Thursday 11:00am

J
Phillip & Denise Powell

Bible Study

Senior Pastor & First Lady

1808 Commerc enter West. Suite D. San Bernardino, CA 92408

909.890.1420

West Coast Faith Center International

,,
I
I

Where Ordinary People Lay Hold of Extraordinary Success
Wednesday Night Service at 7 :00 p.m.
Miracle Friday Service

Every Friday Night at 7:00 p.m.
Sunday Services at 7:30 a.m. & 10:00
a.m.
The Wessons are ordained by Dr. Creflo
Dollar. If you love World Changing you.
will love West Coast Faith Center.
Pastors Leland and
Rhonda Wesson

11285 S. State Street (Diamond
Valley Shopping Center), Hemet
For information call (909) 658-4680
www.westcoastfaithcenter.org

.
The Ultimate in Gospel Music
presents

Highway to Heaven Broadcast
with
Rev. LeRoi Lacey, Monday -- Friday at 5:30 PM

Holy Hip-Hop - Sat. l AM-3 AM
Gospel Grooves - Sun. 4 AM-5 AM
Inspiration across America Gospel Music Countdown
Saturday, 11 PM - 12 Midnight
Sunday, 12 Midnight - 1 AM
e-mail: kproval @AOL.com
Leroilacey@AOL.com

(909) 688-1570
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New Joy Baptist Church

The Book of Acts

Second Baptist Church

7480 Sterling Avenue
P.O. Box 22089
San Bernardino, CA 92410
thebookofacts@earthlink.net

2911 Ninth St., Riverside, CA 92507
P.O. Box 303, Riverside, CA 92502

5694 Jurupa Ave. • Riverside, CA 92504

(909) 779-0088

Sunday School
9:15 a.m.
Morning Worship
10:15 a.m.
6:00 p.m.
Evening Workshop
Tuesday Prayer Meeting &
Bible Study.
7:00 p.m.

Rei• Paul 'i
.\/1111/,mf , .\I. 1hr.

St. Timothy Community Church
3100 N. State Street/ PO Box 7067
San Bernardino, CA 92510
SERVICE TIMES
Sunday School
Morning Worship Service
Bible Study
Pastor Eullas J. & Wed. Night
Evang. Monica
Bible Study Pastor's Teaching

9:00 am
J0:30am

Prayer Tuesday
10:00 am
5:30 pm
Thursday
10:00am
Friday
Bible Study Wed.
5:30 pm
Sunday Services
Apostle Harvey Jones
Sunday School
9'45 am
(909)
Sunday Worship
11:00 am
T.Y. Broadcast Sundays Ch. 49 at 5:00 pm

884-8241

7:00 pm

Corona Community
,\.M.E. Church

Pastor T. Ellsworth Gantt, II

LITILE ZION ~IONARY BAPTIST ·CHURCH

8:00am

Sunday Worship

~-2~276 N. Medical Center Dr., San Bernardino, CA 92411 .

(909) 864-1181 or 730=9325
www.coronacomame.org

(909) 887-2813

7:00 pm

Fountain of Life Temple C.O.G.I.C.

Wind of the Spirit -Worship
Cmter Foursquare Church

Sunday School (1st Lady Teaches)
Praise & Worship
Evening Services
Wednesday Night Bible Study
Young adult & Youth Prayer Tuesday night

Every 1st Sunday Communion after 11:00 am service
Monday, Wednesday, and Friday Prayer @ 9 am - 10 am
Thursday Night Choir Rehearsal

Alpha &Associates Christian Center
Services inside Holiiay Inn Select

<.'

J,'

SUN.

6476 Streeter Avenue, Riverside,
CA

Weekly Services
Sunday School (all ages)
9:00 a.m.
Christian Life Development (Adults only)
Classes
9:00 a.m.
Worship
10:00 a.m.
Children's Church
(Available)
Tues. Bible Studies
11 :30 a.m.
Thurs. Bible Studies
7:00 p.m.

Youth Ministry

Allen Chapel African
Methodist Episcoapl
Church

Reverends John and
Levonzo Gray, Sr.

Straight From The Bible Ministries
A Ministry of Excellence
Sunday Intercessory Prayer 9:00 am
Sunday Worship Service 9:30 am
Wednesday Intercessory Prayer 7 :00 pm
W ednesday Praise & Worship 1:15 pm
Wednesday Bible Study 7:30 pm
at the Faith Building
24281 Postal Ave., Ste. 110
Moreno Valley• Ground Floor
Children & Youths are Welcome
For more info call 909-420-4184

Wednesday Bible Study

10:00 am

8:00 am
11:00 am
9:30 am
7:00 pm

THE IIARVFST MINisTRIES

- - Community Services - Revivals • Guest Speaker
Wedding • Christian Counseling
Funerals • Veterans Service

Bro. James Moore

Imani Temple Christian Fellowship
51 0 West Monterey Ave., Pomona, CA 91768
(909) 620-9161 • FAX (909) 620-9981
E-Mail: Imanitc@gte.net

S unday 9:00 • 9:50 a.m.
Sunday 10:00 a.m.

Sun. School
Sun. New Members' Class
Worship Service Sun.
Worship Service Sun.
Prayer & Bible Study
Wednesday

9:45 am
9:45 am
8:00 am
11 : 15 am

CATHEDRAL OF PRAISE
One Church ~ Two Locations

Ha,vest rJ Praise
KPRO 1570 AM
Strday @ 700 PM
We<tle9day ~ 6:00 PM

12 noon

Morning Service
8:00 a.m.
Sunday School
9:45 a.m.
Sunday Service
I0:45 a.m.
Women In Prayer
After Sunday Service
PRAYER MEETING
Wednesday
7:00 p.m.
BIBLE STUDY
Wednesday
7:30 p.m.

Quinn A.M.E.
Church

Tuesday 7:00 p.m.
Thursday 7:00 p.m.

Pastor Najuma
Smith

New Century Baptist
Church

Weekly Services

S:OO pm

Dr. Clyde and

7,00 pm Barbara Casslmy

Sunday School
• 9:30 am
Morning Worship 11 :00 am
Wednesday
Midweek Meditation & Bible
Study
7:15 pm

Pastor Christopher W. &
Joyce McShan

Straight From The Bible Ministries
A Ministry of Excellence
Sunday Intercessory Prayer 9 :00 am
Sunday Worship Service 9:30 am
Wednesday Intercessory Prayer 7:00 pm
Wednesday Praise & Worship 7: 15 pm
Wednesday Bible Study 7:30 pm

5860 Arlington Avenue
Riverside, CA 92504
(909) 352-4196 - OFFICE
(909) 352 -4538 • FAX
Sunday School
9 :30 a.m.
Sunday Worship 8:00 & 11 :00 a.m.·
Bible Study & Prayer
Wed. 7 p.m.
Thursday
12 noon

Rev. & Mrs. Julio

A. Andujo

Pastor Andre &
Glendalee
Jackson

at the Faith Building
24281 Postal Ave. , Ste. 110
Moreno Valley • Ground Floor
Children & Youths are Welcome
For more info call 909-420-4184

GRACE CHAPEL OF TEMECULA VAUEY

Showers of Blessings

Moreno Valley Mission CME
Bright Light Full Gospel COGIC
Highland U1tlty Chu\-ch Ministries
Kansas Ave. SDA Church
Mt Moriah Baptist
Park Avenue Baptist Church
The Living Word Baptist Cburch
NewVisions Christian ·
Community Cburch
New Vision Christian Methodist
Episcopal Church
Rainbow Community Praise Center
Tree of Life Tabernacle COGIC
New Hope MBC Baptist, SB
Community Missionary Baptist
First Baptist Church of Perris
Full Gospel Cburch of Love

.;

'

Thursday Women's Evag. Service
Prayer
7:30PM
Service
8:00PM

'The Healing Place"

"Where the Power of God is being
manifested in the lives of the ·be/iev-

(909) 686-5171

SATURDAY

James B. Ellis, Jr. Sr. Pastor
Albert Riley, Assistant Pastor

Amos Temple CME

Elder K.L. Campbell
Pastor/Teacher

9:30AM
11 :OOAM
7:00PM

Tuesday Night Pastoral Teaching
Bible Study
8:00PM

African Methodist Episcopal Church
28073 Dia, Road, Suites J/K. Temecula, CA 92590
(909) 406-2425 • Fax (909) 506-2426

9:40 am Sunday School
Sunday
11 :00 am Worship
Sunday
Wednesday 7:00 pm Prayer/Bible
Study

5413 34th StreE;!t
Riverside, CA 92509

Fellowship, Prayer & Bible Study 9:30 am
Praise Service & Divine Worship 11:00 am
Youth Service 5:00 pm

Schedule of Worsh ip Service

Tuesday Prayer Meeting
& Bible Study
7:00 pm

9:30 a.m.
11 :00a.m.
12:30 pm
7:00 p.m.

(909) 381-2662
Sunday School
Sunday Morning Worship
Sunday Night Service ·

Weekly Services
Sunday School
10:00 am
Morning Worship 11:00 am

8 :30 a.m.
Sunday School
Sunday Morning Worship t0:00 a.m.
6;()() p.m.
Sunday Eve. Worship
7:00p.m.
Thursday Bibel Revival
Daily "Morning Glory"
Pastor Iris Hallu
Prnyer, Mon.-Fri.
10:00- 12 noon
KPRO RADIO / 570AM · WED. 1:00
P.M. • SAT. 5:45 P.M.

Sunday School
Sunday Morning Worship
Mid Day Bible Study, Tues.
Mid Week Bible Study, Wed.

HOLY LAND COGIC
1024 N. "G" Street• San Bernardino, CA 92410

5970 Limonite Avenue
Riverside, CA 92509
(909) 682-4407

Walk With Jesus·Cathedral

,

r

The Tent
2591 Rubidoux Blvd
Riverside, CA 92509
(909) 369-8742

Craig W. Johnson, Th .D.
Senior Pastor & Visionary

New Beginnings
Community Baptist
Church

Rev. Morris
Buchanan

.,.

Family Ministry Night
Wednesday @ 7:00 p.m.
The Tabernacle
1521 S. Riverside Ave.
Rialto, CA 92376

Bible S tudy

Thursday

::

Radio Ministry

ers."

275 East Grove Street
Rialto, CA 92376
(909) 874-5851 - Church
(909) 874-5152 - Fax
Weekly Service

.,.

JU I

"A Church in the Community for the Community"

7:00 pm

WEEKLY SERVICES

Valley Fellowship Seventh Day Adventist Church

L. Sykes~ Jr., Senior Pastor
& his wife, Karen J. Sykes

Celestial Praise @ 8:00 a.m.
Pentecostal Praise @ 10:30 a.m.
The Tabernacle
1521 S. Riverside Ave.
Rialto, CA 92376
(909) 874-8676 .

Weekly Services

Sunday 10 a.m.

..
Rev. Jelani Kafela

is a biblically-based

Sunday Praise Service

25400 Alessandro Blvd. Suite 6
More no Valley, CA 92553
(909) 4~5-6993 , .

Service Schedufe

J

Teach ing, preaching, ministering for life cha1tge

ORDER OF SERVICES

Cail 909-943-2236

• I

CROSSWORD CHRIST IAN FELLOWSHIP CHU RCH™

"

church that is personal, practical and purposeful.

"An Arena for the Miraculous"
820 Healing Waters Dr.
Col to[), CA 92324
(909) 825-2258

with
Evangelist Bro. James Moore,
Heard on
KPRO Inspirational Radio
1570 AM Daily 5:00 PM

Feeding Program
Bible Study & Prayer

Sunday Services: Lessons for Life: 9:00 a.m. Worship 10: 15 a.m.
Wednesday Services: Prayer Meeting at 7:00 p.m.; Bible Study at 7:30 p.m.

Trinity Baptist Church
22612 Alessandro, Moreno Valley, CA
(909) 656-4015
" A church where everybody i s somebody"

SUNDAY SERVICES

Rev. Anthony Hughes

WEDNESDAY

14950 Riverside Dr.
March Air Reserve Base
Riverside, CA 92518
909/697-8803 • www.crosswordchurch.org

7:00 pm

16262 Baseline Avenue
Fontana, CA 92335 • 909/350-9401
"A church where ~verybody i s somebody"

1355 W. 21st Street
San Ifomardino, CA 92411
(909) 887-1718

Masterlife Institute
Wors hip Service
lmani·Village ·
Childrens Church
Ma n4rnation/Women
Seeking Chris t Sludy
Bible ~tudy

11 :00 am
9:30 am

Bethel AME Church

St. Paul African Methodist
Episcopal Church

Sunday School
Wednesday
Bible Study

Sunday Services
Sunday School
Wednesday Prayer &
Bible Study_

Shermella Egson

"Let the Healing Begin"

CROSSWORD .

Weekly Services

Weekly Services
Morning Worship
11:30 am
Bible Study (Tues.)
7 :00 pm
Choir Rehearsal (Thurs.) 7:00 pm

Victor L. Mayo, Sr.
Senior Pastor

School of Ministry 6:30 - 8:30 p.m.

4009 Locust (at I 0th St.)
Riverside, CA 92501
(909) 686-0702
www.allen-chapcl-ame-riv.org

(909) 780-4829

1'

remember the Cross ... focus on the Word'fM
L. Sykes, Jr., Senior Pastorfl'eacher

9:15 am
9:15 am
11 :00 am Marc K. Woodson
4 :3o pm
Senior Pastor

Full Gospel Baptist Fellowship .
178 Iowa Ave.
Riverside, CA 92507

12:00 noon

CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP CHURCH™

Weekly Services

Good News
Community Church

Men's M inistry

TUES. Pastor & Mrs.
Michael Edwards

SUNDAY
Saturday Service Sabbath
Early Morning Service
Church Service
Youth Special Service

6:30 · 8:30 p.m.

FIRST SAT.

6:00 - 8:00 p .m .

(909) 276-8374

Bible Study
9:45 am
Worship Service •
11 :00 am
WED. & THURS.
Pastors Cranston C Anderson
& Earnestine Poole-Anderson
7:00 pm
Prayer Line

Women 's Ministry

MON.

Mt. Rubidoux SDA Church

(909) 243-5147
(909) 247-48n-Fax
Weekly Services

Sunday
Worship Servi ces

WED.

Holy of Holies Prayer Hour 9:00 a .m .
Sunday Education
10:00 a .m .
Morning Worship
11:15 a .m .

(909) 359-0203

2625 Avalon Street
Rubidoux, CA 92509

14940 Perris Blvd. Ste E&F
Moreno Valley, CA92553

7:00pm
7:45 pm

"Second in Name, First in Love"

Services held at
2313 South Main Street
Corona, CA 92882

Locatio~ TBA

Superintendent/Pastor Carlton Anderson
Administrator Hazel Anderson
1518 Williams Street• Banning, CA 92220
Wee kly Services

7:30 am
9:00 am
10:15 am
10:15 am

Wednesday Services

Wednesday Bible Study

Jackson

Sunday Services
Early Morning Worship
Sunday School
Mid-Morning Worship
Nursery Open
Prayer Services
Bible· Study

St. John 14:6 "The way, the truth, the life."

Glendalee

www.secondbaptistriverside.org
E-MAIL: SecBaptist@Earthlink.net

( In Block South of Ontario Ave.)

James

Pastor Andre .&

Office: (909) 684-7532 • FAX: (909) 684-1564

Weekly Services

Weekly Services

9:30 am
11:00am
6:30 pm
7:00pm
7:30 pm
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Website: graceoftemeculavallyamechu~rc_h_.o..cc.
rg_ _ _~

1

Whosever will, let him come!
"A II are W~lcome" •

Pastor K.L. Campbell
and PastorShaun

10758 G. Avenue, Suite C
Hesperia, CA 92345
(760) 948-6568

· Sunday School
Sunday Worship Service
Wednesday Night Live Bible Study

OUR MISSION STATEMENT: 1
"To enjoy Gud together and share 1-lim with
Others"

I0800 Hole Ave., Ste #3&4
5339 Mission Blvd.
2902 Rubidoux Blvd, Suite C
4491 KansasAvenue
18991Mariposa St.
19IO Martin Luther King Blvd.
9191 Colorado Ave.

Moreno Valley, CA925
Ri ver.;ide, CA 92509
Riverside, CA 92509
Riverside, CA 92507
Riverside, CA 92508
Riverside, CA 92507
Riverside, CA

(909) 812'3509
(909) 782-9904
(909) 222-2115
(909) 682-9810
(909) 780-2240
(909) 684-8782
(909). 788-9218

18461Mariposa Ave.

Riverside, CA92508

(909) 687-7454

8368 Beech Ave.
15854 Carter Street
214 N. Palm AYe. Rm. IOI
1575 w;st 17th Street
939 Clay Street
277 E. Fifth Slreet
24050Theda

Fontana, CA 92336
Fontana, CA 92336
Rialto, CA 92376
San Bernardino, 924 IO
Redlands, CA 92373
Perris, CA92570
Perris, CA 92570

(909) 823-0424
(909) 355-RCPC
(909) 874-5469
(909) 887-2526
(909) 793-2380
(909) 657-3767
(909) 928-7720

\

9:00 a. m.
I0:30 a.m.
7:30 p.m.

Rev. Larry E. Campbell
· Pastor

Rev. John Seniguar
Elder DeWayne Butler
Rev. C.E. Knott, Sr.
Jesse Wilson, Pastor
Rev. Willie Chambers, Jr.
Rev. L.E. Campbell, Pastor
Pastor F.D. Bullock

Rev. J. Dwight Jackson
Dr. D.C. Nosalhere 11tomas
Rev. Derrick E. Callicutt
Robert L Fairley, Sr.
Rev. H. Hubbard
Rev. Marvin L. Brown
Pastor/Phortias Laura Bell

.
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The Black Voice News

HOUSING
Continued from Front Page

to other people. The majority of
Black families who lived there have
moved out and were replaced by
Hispanic families, she said.
Robert Harris and Barbara Griffin
had also experienced these problems
first hand. Harris's brother-in-law
had planned to move into an apartment and placed a deposit on it.
Later, the manager, Ena Lopez, told
him it had been rented out to her relatives.
"Nepotism is being extremely
done here," Harris said.
Griffin said that she had placed a
$500 deposit on an upstairs apartment and the management told her it
was hers. A week later, her deposit
was returned, and Lopez said that
she had forgotten that her husband
had already rented out that apartment.
N I three said that Lopez had often
referred to African-Americans as
"those people," in a negative way.
A similar comment by Lopez
even reached the ears of a Fair
Housing representative during a
phone c'all.
Smith said that Lopez had told
someone at Fair Housing that she
had evicted a White tenant because
"he had too many Black friends" and
"there were too many of those people hanging around."
Fair Housing representative
Burma Lee Manns confirmed that
Lopez had made a similar discriminatory comment to her. Manns said
that she had tried to explain to Lopez
that she was from the Fair Housing
Council,
not
the
Housing
Department. .
"We're neither on one side or the
other," Manns said.

HOBBS
Continued from Front Page

(SB) City Council and in education.
He was an astute man, a viable part
of our history. "
Hobbs was born on October 13,
193 1 in North Brentwood, Maryland,
the fourth child of Orlando C. and
Gladys B. Hobbs. John attended
North Brentwood Elementary, and
completed Shaw Junior High and
Armstrong Technical High in
Washington, DC.
His athletic prowess with the
Brentwood Flashes, a neighborhood
baseball team, was legendary. He
was also selected for all metropolitan
teams for two successive years, while
playing on the varsity basketball and

·FIRE
Continued from Front Page

took the second hose and began hosing down the fence that was on fire.
The evergreen trees on the side of the
house °began to smoke and he didn't
know if he should water the top of
the tree to keep it from burning or the
bottom to put the fire out.
As he worked he began to lose the
battle with the water hose. Even the
neighbor who was helping, soon
vacated him. Then an eerie silence
came over the area, the smoke that
had engulfed him cleared completely
away, and he heard a loud rushing
noise. The noises worsened and all of
a sudden there was a loud explosion.
Virtually all of the ,houses around
the one he was trying to save were on
fire. The fire was in the roof of the
house on the left. The house on the
right and the entire row behind were
completely being destroyed. H e ran
. inside to pull a grandfather clock she
had for over twenty years and a few
other small items outside the house.
"I first put them on the lawn and
then I put them in my truck and
called her to see if there was anything
else, but. she couldn't hear me. Her
phone rang; it was her husband Bill,
w\}o was out of town. I told him to
call her at my house to see what else
would be of importance because this
fire was going to blow. I we!lt back

Living conditions inside the twobedroom apartment were arduous
and dangerous, the tenants said.
Mold and mildew infestations
caused by lack of proper ventilation
and water le\lking from pipes within
the walls made them suffer symptoms ranging from respiratory problems, to itchy rashes, to swollen legs,
to persistent fatigue. An old air conditioner covered with black particles
provided some relief from stifling
heat in the summer time, but contributed to the stagnant conditions in
the apartment, making anyone who
entered feel sick within minutes. The '
bathtub was in a separate room, five
feet off the ground, and had no hot
water faucet. The kitchen ceiling
sagged and leaked continuously.
Court records show Harris and
Griffin have filed cases in small
claims court alleging that property
they owned including clothing had
Trash and other ~ebris litter the outside of t~e Olympic Apartments.
been damaged by urine, feces and
water leaking into the apartment
from faulty pipes. In July, Harris rounded a basement window, Smith pass an inspection and might even be
won a judgment of $2890 against
said. An investigation had been done condemned, but for weeks she was
Khoury on appeal. On July 29, 2003,
and there was mention of the need· unable to obtain a copy of their
Harris won another judgment against
for a safety rail but that it was not report.
Khoury for $250. A third case filed required by the code.
Code Compliance had already
by Griffin for damages is pending
After
the Code Compliance conducted an inspection of an apartand Harris has yet to receive a dime department was contacted by the ment in the building in March 2002,
from Khoury for either judgment,
tenants, Griffin . and her husband according to a 'department representhey said. ·
· received a 30 <;lay notice to vacate tative. A tenant had complained of
Outside, conditions weren't much from her landlord, the explanation multiple problems including sewer
better. Trash piled high next to a being that too many people were leaks, water leaks and infestations of
dumpster in the back yard. seen hanging around her apartment. mold and mildew. A departmental
Discarded carpets were covered with Griffin said that she came from a representative said that the comblack, brown and white fungus. A ·
large, close-knif family, many of the plaint had been closed out; however
hole in the ground close to Griffin's visitors were fa mily members, there was no written record whether
apartment had been improperly including children who attended a the repairs had been done. Don Hull,
sealed, causing her to fall into it, birthday party one day. The manager who had conducted that investigawhile she was walking between her called the police in response, she tion, said he had filled out the order
building and the one next door.
for repairs to a water leak and
said.
A few months ago, a baby had
Smith said that Code Compliance thought that it had been repaired
fallt,1 out of a second story window had come out to the apartment and before he closed out the investigaand onto the iron grating that sur- ·
told her that it would probably not tion.
baseball teams for Armstrong High
School.
He received a basketball scholarship to Shaw University in Raleigh,
North Carolina. There he continued
with outstanding performances on
the varsity baseball and basketball
teams from I 949-1950. Hobbs transferred to Morehouse College in
Atlanta, Georgia for the school term
1950-195 1 and . then to North
Car9Iina University in Durham,
North Carolina 1951-1952.
He left college in 1952 to j oin the
United States Air Force. In 1954, he
was transferred to Norton Air Force
Base in San Bernardino, California.
At Norton he was assigned to the
102nd Inspector General Group. He
was awarded the National Defense
Service and Good Conduct Medals.
. He was honorably discharged in
outside and again picked up the water
hose to continue putting out the fire.
The house beside me was on fire and
there was nothing I could do. The
houses behind me were in flames.
Earlier I had run over in the back
yard, took her propane tank, and
threw it into the swimming pool. I
was hosin'g it down. Flames were
shooting out from the gas lines. Then
I heard the transformer above ~y
head explode. I thought I have a
water hose in my hand, electrical
wires above my head, a transformer
that just exploded, all the houses
around me were on fire, and I started
thinking; this isn't even my house,"
said Daniels as he thought about his
ordeal.
As he began to leave the house
there was fire in front of his truck in
the str~et. Then a strange thing happened as he was leaving, his favorite
hat flew off his head. A.s he ran to get
his prized possession a police car
came. "I asked if ,they needed help
and they said no, get out of here now!
As I left I saw in many houses the
front windows with flames coming
out. I became so very sad. I was overcome with a deep sadness."
He later found out that Bill arrived
with fire trucks working on saving
the house. They were successful.
The Donley-Kimble's house had
smoke damage, lost a 3-ft section of
a wooden fence, and all of her trees,
but her house and her belongings

August 1956. After leaving active
duty, San Bernardino became his
home where he was employed at
Norton AFB as Chief Project Planner
and System Analysis from 1956 to .
1963.
He attended the University of
Redlands, where he received a
Bachelors Degree in History in 1962,
and
a Masters Degree
in
Mathematics in 1969. He was hired
by Redlands Unified School District
to teach at Redlands High School
from 1963 until his retirement in
June 1994.
He was a faithful member of New
Hope Missionary Baptist Church
where he served in the Male Chorus.
He loved to sing. As a youngster in
Maryland, John was a member of-the
North Brentwood Community
Chorus. He also sang in .the town's
were safe.
But the story doesn't end there.
Daniels arrived home and DonleyKimble and her daughter were there
along with the rest of his family. Th~
next day the same thing happened to
him and his family. "I was up all
night to see if the fire would cross the
330 (freeway). l left the house every
45 minutes. Finally I saw the smoke
with the orange glow come over my
hill .just as it did at Irene's house. I
told my family to start packing. They
at first didn' t believe me. My friend
Larry came to help me. He was agitated that I didn't have a sense of
urgency just as I had been the day
before.
After my wife (Betty
Daniels) came out of the shower I
even went and took a shower and
changed my clothes. The police came
and told us to get out. I evacuated
them_ and decided to stay to see if I
needed to save the house. Then Larry
and I started watching the football
game and waiting. I knew if it hit the
five acres of orange groves it was
going to be on and we were next," he
said.
Daniels didn't understand what
made him calm down but he just felt
a terrific calm come over him that
everything was goipg to be all right.
The important things, his family and
friends were safe and out of the area.
The photos were safe and anything
else could be replaced. Then he calmly watched the Jets play.

First Baptist Church Choir as a featured soloist. For many years, he was
a member of the famous Evergreen
Singers, located in the Inland Empire
and directed by the late Mrs. Sylvia
Cichocki.
Hobbs leaves his wife, Dora Anne
of Atlanta, GA; six children, Carolyn
Murray (Bowie, MD), John "Danny"
Hobbs, Jr. (Pasadena, CA), Harold
Krause (Florida), Danielle Hobbs
(San Bernardino, CA), and Kimberly
and Norlah Taylor (Atlanta, GA);
two brothers, Addison (Dorothy)
(Culpepper, VA) and . Orlando
(Lavonne) (Orlando, FL); and one
sister, Alvergia Guyton (James)
(Olvey, MD); twelve grandchildren;
two great-grandchildren; and a host
of nieces, . nephews, cousins and
friends.

SBC Offering Free Emergency Pho~e Services to S.D. Fire
.Victims
voice mail box is located inside
the SBC central office, not the victim's burned home, so it will be a
central place to leave and receive
messages. With remote access to
call forwarding, fire victims can
direct incoming calls to their home
numbers to the telephone number
of their choice to ensure they are
receiving their phone calls."
Customers displaced by the
fires ·c an call 1-800-310-BELL
(residential) or 1-800-750-BELL
(business) to set up the following
services:
• Call Forwarding, which will
automatically forward calls to any
phone number fire victims choose.
• Remote Access to Call
Forwarding, which allows fire victims to dial in and direct normal
home phone calls to another number from any phone.

The Block V?ice News
LOS ANGELES

SBC Communications Inc. is
making available a number of
services to support customers displaced by the fires in Southern
California.
In addition, SBC California is
making voice m ail and call for. warding features available free of
charge for 60 days to dis placed
consumers and businesses. Many
fire victims find themselves without an established means for sending and receiving calls to family
members, insurance agencies and
other important contacts.
'The necessity to communicate
with f amily, friends and loved
ones becomes even more vital during a crisis," said John Hull,
SBC's San Diego area vice president for external affairs. "The

EVR-GARD
·CONSTRUCTION
RESTORATION

,,
LICENSE #621683
HCRC CERTIFIED

Smoke Odor Removal Specialist
Disaster Response
Fire/ Water
Construction
Contents Restoration
24 HR. Emergency Response
Technicians on hand for immediate service

1-800-45 7-75 85 (For Construction)
1-800-759-1988 (For'Resto~ation)

It

www.evr-gardconstruction.com

IT TAKES COMMITMENT!
Ii

EDISON®
An EDJSON JNTERNATJONAL® Company

Continued from Front Page

uated from his apartment near Cal
State where he is a student. As
everyone settled in and found comfort in her East Highland home the
fire began to come her way. Tobin
became concerned when she saw
the orange glow and the smoke
nearing the East Highland Ranch
community. Keeping watch every
45 minutes she' d drive as far as she
could to see if it was growing. She
was becoming more concerned
because there was no mention of
the East Highland fire danger on
television. She couldn't hear anything on the local radio stations,
but the fire was coming· closer.
Tobin kept other friends in East
Highland Ranch apprised of what
she feared was the worst. She told
her guest they might have to get
ready to find other shelter as she
watched the fire advance. She and
her daughter packed her photos,
her important papers, and a few
changes of clothing. The word
finally came, helicopters with loud
speakers overhead, police knocking on · doors, and Tobin and her
guest were manditorily evacuated.
"It was one of the most frightening
experiences ever, " she said.

The Riverside Airport is a vital community asset, and the
commissioners' roles are equally as valuable. With thedegree
of commitment I'm witnessing, this airport's future will surely
be among the best! Commit to a board or commission that
interests you.
Get on-board!
Application deadline
November 14, 2003
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Riverside residents only
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Visit riverside-ca.org or Call 826-5557

Literary Fundraiser
Host a

BOOK PARTY
at your home or church with
FIVE CHRISTIAN AUTHORS
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Frank Wallace, author, minister, poet
Shirley Smith, author, Breast Cancer advocate, counselor
Anna Christian , author, historian, educator
Gaynelle Hughes, author, designer, entrepreneur
Richard 0. Jones, author, poet, comedian

RECEIVE 20% OF ALL BOOK SALES
call Richard 0. Jones at (909) 488-0443
or email: carrieonprod @earthlink.net
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on your

electr·c b"H if your income qµalifies.
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STORIES

•:ARE Prnurnm IHCOIIHI Gu111011m,s
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
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8 0 0 - 7 9 8 - 5 7 2 3 or visit www.sce.com
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1-2 persons

$23,000
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$27,000
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$38,000
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$32,500

$43,500
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By Paul Reedy

on top of each apple, trace
around the tea light with a
marker and cut out the tracing._
Drop a new tea light right
into the top of the apple. Place
each apple on top of a fall leaf
and either set one apple votive
arrangement at each setting or•
cluster in the middle of the
table .for a fabulous fall centerpiece. Create your own
vase by first selecting an
upright butternut squash. Cut
off about an inch from the top.
Next, scoop out at least 2 or 3·
inches · of the
inside.
Thoroughly soak a piece of
floral foam (available at most
florists or craft stores) that
you have cut to fit into the
opening and place it inside of
the scooped out squash.
Before you do, hold the flowers near the squash to determine the height and give each
stem a fresh cut on an angle
and insert it in the foam. You
can also use fresh gourds in
assorted colors to create
miniature versions of this floral arrangement. Simply cut
the top off of an upright gourd

•

'

Dominance and
Predatory
/\ggression?
~

This week. in our series on
I would like to con-

t aggression.
'·

i tinue by discussing the next two
areas on this subject. Dominance

i and predatory aggression.

I

Let's start with predatory
' aggression. What is it?
' It's not something you see every
, day at its most extreme level. But
in its lesser form, you may see it
• all the time and not recognize it as
predatory aggression. If you have
ever thrown a ball for your dog
: and watched him go flying to get
• it, you have just seen your dog act
out its predatory instincts. What
you witnessed was a wolf chasing
a rabbit in its most elementary
form.

I

Chasing cats is another

common form of predatory
aggression.
In more extreme cases, a dog
may compulsively watch for cats
all day, chase them down and kill
them every chance it gets. This
type of dog may also stalk and
attack other dogs, birds, and small
animals.
What causes predatory aggression?
All dogs are born with this drive
to one degree or another. People
have been breeding dogs because
of this hunting instinct for thousands of years. Dogs and . their
predatory abilities have helped
make man's every day life easier.
ARA
Because of selective breeding,
ou've remembered
some breeds seem tq be more in
touch with their predatory
the turkey and triminstincts than others: huskys, gray
mings, the pies and
hounds, terriers. But all dogs are cakes, and the potatoes
predat9rs and they all can exhibit
galore, so take the time to set
this behavior.
Because of the type of ~orld
most dog owners live in these
Credit Card
I days, we no long~r have a need for
t this type of drive or aggression. A
Rates Can Be
dogs extreme hunting instincts can
I be a nuisance and cause problems. Increased If Your
Especially when the dog gets hold
Credit Score Dips
of your neighbor's cat.
1
I Predatory aggression is usually A man discovered that his
I not a major problem for most pet interest rate on his MasterCard
:· owners. It can easily be managed jumped from 6.2% to 16.99%,
through confinement of your dog nearly tripling. He asked the
: in a secure area. Such as in your . credit card issuer why, noting
[ home, yard, or kennel. · And that he ,had always paid the
l through proper supervision. Get account on time and he kept
training early. Predatory aggreswithin his credit limits.
1 sion is very instinctual so dogs
The issuer, a well-known
t need to learn at an early age that
banking company, replied that
such behavior is not acceptable.
his creditworthiness had somehow changed and that it reserved
Paul Reedy is a new Urban Chic
the
right to raise his rate accordcolumnist. He was in law enforceingly.
It turns out the culprit was
ment from 1994-2001. He decided
to v'enture out into the area of dog the mortgage on a new house that
training and made a point to do he purchased.
A provision now built in to
everything in his power io increase
most
credit card agreements
his knowledge of dogs an(j °Jww
allows
the companies to reset
they think. He attended Triple
Crown Dog Academy and is certi- anyone's interest rate based on
fied as a Canine Behavior and the size and status of other. debts
Training Specialist. In December and to a lesser degree a signifiof 2001,
Reedy
attended cant drop in their credit scores.
Adlerhorst International for addi- Improvements in information
tional training as a police dog technology and a change in
handler. For questions about Federal Law have led credit card
your dog contact Paul at companies to check their cus- .
urbanchic@blackvoicenews.com
tomers' data regularly not only

(cut only 1/2 to 1 inch) and

·clean out the inside. ,Insert a
small piece of floral foam
soaked with water into the
opening and arrange single
stems or a small bouquet of
flowers inside the gourd.
· Click ~
on
www.1800flowers.com on the
Web for more great seasonal
decorating ideas, and for
unique seasonal arrangements
and holiday centerpieces,
such as the floral Cake Plate
by Jane Carroll.

f

Y

a gorgeous holiday table worthy of all those hours of work.
A growing trend in table
decor is mixing seasonal
fruits and vegetables with
fresh flowers to create unique
and striking holiday arrangements.

Here are some fun and easy
examples from floral expert
Jane
Carroll
and
1800Flowers.com: Apples
can make great individual
table settings or be arranged
to create a unique centerpiece.
Simply place a metal tea light

r

!
I

I

!

card, the interest rate
when they r.e view
applications or notice
ori his or her Citibank
missed payments.
card may jump. To a
· Concerned
that
lesser extent, taking
out a car loan or mortconsumers have not
been
adequately
gage, or applying for
other credit cards, can
informed about the
·s et off a rate increase
practice and that the
because a new loan can
sharp jumps in rates
lower one's credit
may be unreasonable,
Spencer Holman
some federal and state
score and stretch a borlegislators are proposrower's ability to repay
ing limits.
·
a debt.
"Such practices increase the
Three out of four credit card
cycle of indebtedness, poison companies now use credit reports
l'econsider
cardholders'
customer relationships and spur ·to
bankruptcies that hurt borrowers revolving interest rates, industry
and creditors".
experts said. Those that do
Card companies say they are include some of the biggest card
taking prudent action to increase issuers, like J.P. Morgan, Chase,
the rates of cardholders who American Express, MBNA and
show signs of financial strain. Capital One.
_They still look mainly at the cusWhile each credit card issuer
tomers' payment records with decides which factors warrant a
them, they say, but add that the rate change, v_irtually all compasophistication of today's credit nies keep tabs on a cardholder's
reports-credit scores and data credit score, the single number
from several lenders allows them calculated to represent the inforto change rates based on other mation in a credit report. The
score ranges from 300 to 850, ·
factors.
So if someone misses pay- with higher numbers designating
ments on an American Express more creditworthiness.

<You cDon "t :J-fave to
<Wisfi ..)21: -riy'lnore .
4

[90!>]

688-3332
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CashKola Debuts "Life in General"
The Black Voice News

On "Life in General," his
debut
Wonder
Boy
Entertainment
release,
Detroit rapper Cash Kola
paints a vivid picture of his
life as a teenager growing up
in. the fast lane. The debut
album features a star-studded
lineup
including
Bone.
Crusher, Baby from Cash
Money Millionaires, Slim
from 112 and Twista.
"Life in General" is creating
quite a stir in the wake of its
impressive showing on the
Billboard R&B/Hip Hop
Albums Chart . -- entering at
#79 and jumping to #51 by its
' third week.
Cash's words are potent and
true and they sting with so
much reality that they are sure
to leave listeners humming
1
and pondering them long ai;fer
•• the cd player has been turned
••4 • off. .
••
While other teens his age
were celebrating impending
adulthood and perhaps a
newly-earned diploma, Jamar
Evelyn, aka, Cash Kola,
found himself spending his
18th birthday behind bars. It
was a perfect set up, one
involving Kola's partner,
whose hunger for money
made him forget his pledge of
loyalty. Nonetheless, the
young aspiring emcee had his
own celebration of sorts. He
,._•• congratulated himself on
another year of life, the death
,~
I I
I I
of his occupation as a street
1'
I I
pharmacist and the birth of his
I I
I I
I I
rap career.
I t
I I
• I I
With a notebook full of
I I
I I
rhymes and a hunger to be
:I t heard, the Detroit native
I t
sharpened his freestyling
I I
, 1
I
..,.skills on a long line of cellI I
mates. His defeats became
I I
infamous and his reputation
I' Ii
j
I /
jumped the walls of l,ondage.
' I
I f
The streets were buzzing
f
I f ,
about this lyrical assassin; so
~
;
after his release, . it wasn't a
I
I I
surprise
when he was
,,; , approached by Motor City's
I1
I I
1, fine~t hip-hop cliques.
I! :I Choosing
Deep
East
: I
! I
Entertainment and then, join: I
ing the group Supreme
~~
' I
,; :. League; Kola was featured on
: , their highly successful under' I
t I
ground CD "Cartievision."
'I
' I
His charisma, tongue-twisting
,• '!
tactics and real life narratives
! 'I
~' 'I
separated him ·from the
;''
I
crowded
gro·up of lyrists.
: t'
f'
Urged by fans and eager prof. 'f ducers, Kola left Supreme
,': ' League and began pursuing a
;f
solo career. But there was one
~, '
problem: He needed money
:i
r I
for
studio time. So he relucI I
I I
I: tantly hit the block to save up
I l
his stash. Luckily, the talented
!I

· emcee picked the perfect spot release that is distributed by
to do business. It would soon Koch/NuMillennium, encomprove to be a blessing in dis- passes 13 blazing tracks. It
features master production by
guise.
Kola was determined to stay the likes of D-Dot (Notorious · ,
focused on his goal.of becom- B.I.G, P-Diddy, Black Rob,
ing hip-hop's next multi-sell- Shyne), St. Dincent (Styles of
ing rap star. So his customers The Lox), Bread and Water
knew they could find him (Bone Crusher, Tupac), as
standing in front of a CD store well as Detroit's underground
hittin'
producers
polishing his skills at the heavy
expense of some defeated Peanut and AK.
The album is filled with
neighborhood rapper. :r'he
urge to smoke was itching his club banging party melodies
taste buds and without miss- like "Goin Down Tonight,"
ing a beat, the ghetto super- "Out of Control," and the
star entered the store to pur- crunked out hit "Head of The
chase a blunt while continu- Game," in which Kola trades
ing to kick his rhymes. Little verses with Baby, Bone
did he know that an associate Crusher and Eldorado Red.
of Detroit's famed producer Kola's versatility is felt most
Simon S. was in earshot. After on songs like "Feelin' Love,"
listening attentively, he asked which talks about him catchKola to freestyle for him. ing feelings for an aroundWithin minutes he called the-way girl as Slim of 112
Simon down to the store to croons. "All I Hear," a track
hear the street narrator. For full of haunting chants, has
Kola, this was the jumpstart Kola, Twista. and MVP spitting at the speed of light. But
to his ride to stardom.
Working 12-hour shifts the heartfelt - "My Life,"
alongside S., Kola recorded "More Than Dope," and "The
80 songs for his debut solo World" give you a first-hand
album, Life in General. Life, assessment of street life and
a Wonder Boy Entertainment its effects on the community.
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Savings off original prices on selected items; styles· may vary by store. Brea Mall, G lenc:l'ale G allerict, Los Cerritos Center, M ainPlace/ Santa Ana, M ontclair Plaza, Paseo Nuevo in Santa Barba ra , Santa
Anita, South Coast Plaza, South Bay G a lleria, The Galleria at Tyler/ Riverside, The G rove, The Shops at Mission Viejo, Topanga, and Westside Pavi li_on. Click on nordstrom.com for selected sa le items.
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NOVEMBER
Nov. 7, 8:30 a.m. to 1:00 p.m.,
Workshop on
Successful
Planned Giving being presented by SCE and the
American Lung Association
of Los Angeles at SCE Ontario Service Center, 1351
E. Francis Street, Ontario
CA.

,; r
1

,.

Nov. 7, 8 am -. 9 am, AAHI
Advisory Council at the
Medical Society, 952 S. Mt.
Vernon Ave., Colton in the
Conference Room.
No.v 8, 9:30 a.m., General
Patton Memorial Museum
will host a veterans celebration and chili cook-off. For
more information contact
(760) 227-3483.

\i (

:.
·,,

r

Nov. 9, 11 :30 a.m., The Mark
K.A. Williams Memorial
Scholarship Foundation, Inc.

will present "Education is the Saint James moderated by
Key" scholarship awards guest author, Wanda Moore at
brunch and dance at the The Museum of African
Marina Beach Marriott Hotel. American Art, For more
For more information contact information contact (323)
(760) 200-4720.
294-7071.
Nov. 12·16, "The Fabric of a
Man," D~vid E. Talbert's critically acclaimed play, has
cancelled its engagement at
the
Wilshire
Theatre.
Producers are currently making plans to reschedule the
engagement for early 2004.
Those wishing to obtain a
refund for tickets already purchased are directed to return
to the point of purchase.
Online
purchasers
may
receive a refund by calling
Ticketmaster at (213) 3653500 or (714) 740-7878.

Thursday, November 6, 2003

Patti Austin and Tony Awardwinning Broadway star Lilltas
White will perform in "Like ·
Jazz" - A New Kind of
Musical at the Taper. For .
tickets or information call
(213) 628-2772 or on-line at
TaperAhmanson.com.

Nov. 21, 8:45 a.m., "Lend A
Hand For the Hungry."
Gentle Chiropractic Care will
provide free spinal scre~nip.gs, chiropractic care and
free health information to the
· public ·in exchange for canned
food donations. For more
information call (909) 3545211."

reception and · autograph session with special guest
authors Barbara Perkins and
Wanda Moore at the Museum
of African American Art. For
more information contact
(323) 294-7071.

DECEMBER

SERVICES

Dec.

4

Jan.

Charles Bibbs ·and Syn~hia

• 'l

, .,'

can receive free parenting
information on topics includ-

Cajon High School 70's
Cruise. All graduating classes
~n the 1970's from Cajon
High · School are invited to
join them on a · cruise beginning October 17, 2003. For
more information contact
Charlene_ at (909) 913-0831
or Esther at Riv.erside Travel
(909) 684-1838.

FREE Poetry Contest! Win
$10,000.00.
Enter the
International Open Amateur

·"H&L has my car running like
the energizer battery; it just
keeps going and going and
going 400,000 miles later!"
-

REUNIONS

Family Services Association
of Western Riverside County
will provide reduc,e d or no
cost childcare services in the
Moreno Valley and surrounding areas. To receive an
enrollment packet, please
contact {909) 779-9784 or
(909) 786-3623.

H&l's Armstrong Transmissions

Nov. 15, _2;00 - 5:00 p.m.,
Conversation with artists

Poetry Contest for your
chance to win the Grand Prize
of $10,000.00. For more
details
v,isi t
www.optilc.com/linkc/mon_b
/go.php3?45.

Dec. 6, 2:00 - 4:00 p.m., Art

25, Parents of children ages 0-5

Internationally
renowned
recording and concert star

ing discipline, nutrition, early
reading and more. Provided
by First 5 California, the free
brochures -- and free .puppets
-- are available at Friendship
Community Youth Center,
25421 Spring St., in Perris,
CA. For more information
call (909) 443-4404.
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The Black Voice News published every
week is $40.00/yr.
·
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Send check or money order to:
The Black Voice News ·
P.O. Box 1581
Riverside, CA 92502

Please allow 4-6 weeks for first issue

&-

or subscribe onllne www.blackvolcenews.com

pan gaskflls up to 5 quarts al 4TF
:{fllterextraJ.(a11 $80.00 value)
;, !I

Two Great locauons
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w/ 24,000 mlle vi,arranty
36,000 warranty (ask for details)
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All pro motions o re subje ct to chan~ a t a n y time o nd if you d o f' Ot have coup~m 'l're~ nt.

I

1

rr ' ,

If you don't currently have home telephone service or
would like to lower your monthly bill, you may be eligibl~
to get local home telephone service for 50% or more off
basic rates. You may qualify even if your phone service
was disconnected.The subscriber must be the head of
household and have the following income*:

1-2 members

$19,600 or less

3 members

$23,200 or less

4 members

$27,800 9r less

* Additional requirements apply.

$4,600 or less

1
l

- - ..

Who's eli.,.e?

Each add'I member

I

-

local home telephone service will keep you connected
to family and friends and give you better access to job ' •
opportunities and emergency services. All for half the cost

;;();;:

Universal Lifeline Telephone Service is sponsored by the California Public Utilities Commission.

••

Do you qualify for the Universal Lifeline Telephone Service?
This program - sponsored by the California Public Utilities
Commission - offers local home telephone service from
the local telephone company of your choice at half the
cost of basic local rates. Ca1I weekdays between 8 a.m.
and 6 p.rn. and a Universal Lifeline Telephone Service
Representative will help you through the_enrollment
process. It's easy and completely confidential.

I

.Call·1-866-212-03491111-""' 1-ie&-212-oa5a m

,;

Transmission Overhaul: starting at $895.oo 1

j

Basic local home telephone service from $2.85 to $5.34 per month
(depending on the type of service you choose) plus applicable taxes, fees and surcharges.

,,

Axles most cars starting at$75.95

1

Universal lifeline
Telephone Service
sa.ves 101.
I

w
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CHC Found~tion Initiates Fire Relief Fund for Faculfy, Staff, and Students
The Black Voice News

In an effort to provide assistance to S_an Bernardino Community • or seriously damaged. Please make checks payable to the CHC
College District'(SBCCD) students, faculty, staff, and administrators Foundation and indicate that the checks are for the Fire Relief Fund.
whose lives have been seriously impacted by the Send the checks to the CHC President's Office.
destructive local fires, the Crafton Hills College
For more information, call (909) 389-3201.
(CHC) Foundation is seeking monetary donations
for a Fire Relief Fund.
"We are all affected by this devastating fire," said
CHC President Gloria Macias Harrison. "The faculty, staff and students need to join together and
..I
help in any way we can. We are going to do our
share in helping those in the district affected by this
event.
"So far, we have had faculty, students, staff, and
.J
a member of the SBCCD Board of Trus\ees who
have lost their homes," Harrison said.
The CHC Foundation, a nonprofit corporation
tt SI.I00.00
Ilomc )lo~
th.at raises funds for student scholarships and spe8tiUklC►
cial projects, is seeking monetary donations for the
},,·
1
\'i~ ('.ml
CHC Foundation Fire Relief fund.
I
)f2>t\.' ft-ml
18.00
2.il ► ~
"We're trying to do our part to help the people at
CHC and in the district," said CHC Foundation
:tt~~!i
S..-.m
&91'1 i_li'ri
Director David Raley. "We are requesting your
.\JJl.o ( .(QJ)
12Jil.i
~~lOO ir
participation through monetary donations."
Au1owa11 .
ti.11:t 1~·
I l OO· 1i
SBCCD is comprised of CHC, San Bernardino
Valley College, and the SBCCD central offices.
iI
Prnnrt'
1. t.i6
'
The
CHC
Public
Affairs
Office
is
keeping
a
list
of
Oct. 27
J
)t~ Js
;JI.{~:
people in the SBCCD whose homes have been lost
-·

YUCAIPA

COXSOLlDATEYOl'R }fO~THLY
BILLS NO\V AXD $AVE!!!

Example of Debt Consolidation

r,,·~

t

r·oo

J
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i,.~

View of San Bernardino Mountains from CHC Monday night -

:rn;

Cal/EPA Recognizes RPU for Environmental and Economic Leadership
California's Environmental Protection Agency
(Cal/EPA) has recognized Riverside Public Utilities
for ''meritorious contributions to environmental protection and resource conservation in the State of
California" for three of the Utility's programs and
projects:
• The North Riverside Water Supply Project, which
restored one-fifth of Riverside's drinking water supply by cleaning pesticide contamination from several
wells unused for 13 years;
• An interactive, hands-on, school education program about electricity conservation and safety for
fourth grade students; and
• The-innovative use of solar panels on the revitalized Autumn Ridge Apartments to directly benefit
low-income residents by reducing their monthly utility bills.
.
The Governor's Environmental and Economic
i,eadership,Award Program conducted by Cal/EPA is
t~e S,ll4~e 9(Calif9mia's highest environmental honor.
he "pro'gram recognizes individuals. organizations,

and businesses that have demonstrated exceptional
leadership and made notable, voluntary contributions
in conserving California's precious resources, protecting and enhancing our environment, and building
public-private partnerships.
"We are very pleased that Cal/EPA has recognized
Riverside Public Utilities for our environmental and
economic leadership as demonstrated in these three
diverse and special projects," said Riverside Public
Utilities Director Tom Evans. "This is an example of
implementing the goals set by our Board of Public
Utilities and City Council that assure economic
growth and development is achieved in an environmentally sustainable manner."
For more information about Riverside Public
Utilities projects and programs, visit www.riversidepublicutilities.com or call (909) 826-5485.
Riverside Public Utilities is a consumer-owned
water and electric utility that serves nearly 100,000
electric and 63,500 water customers within the City
of Riverside.
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The only way to chang the past is to

.Change The Fuhlre
!he only thing
you have to
lose i.s your
landlord.
Ci.ttbank 1.nvttes you to a fru umtnar for f1.rst - t1.me
home buyers. ·We're sponsoring a free seminar on November 15
that will show you how easy it is to own your own home.

'I

You'll find out about:

Riverside Count}r
Sherifrs D~partment

>

The benefits of home ownership

>

The home buying process

> Affordable financing options

You'll even receive a $500 coupon toward the closing costs
on your new home': The seminar is free, but space is limited.

Bob Doyle, S11 riff. Coroner

For ti.mes and 'locat1.ons
near you, call 1-877-318-1177.

Call the RSO job Une: 1888.JOIN RSD or
Visit our website at: www.RiversideSheriff.com

;,

l:Iistiu~ ~foulh~r J1;t)11lfltll : 1iiti.00
Pru1xJ~1l fon'1~id:irion 1~•.rmem ~•l.tM i.00
)ltHtdil}' ·a\111(\ '1i0.00
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L'i.ve ri.chly:

•-.-muo1app1y for a loan and dooe byh pPhdlon -of 11e lXJl4lO'l Clrnot be oorrlllned- .... - - -. C11003 Cllllank. Clllank. N.A, Clllank. F.S.B.,
~ (Weot), FSB. MenurFOtC. ~ - / I v e Cleot,Jt II a n,gislar9d S8Nla! mark andl.1119 llcl1ly la a 881111oo merkof Cillcc<p.
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~annie Mae Announces Mo~a~e R~ief for Wil~ire ~clims in Soul~em California
The Black Voice News
PASADENA

Fannie
Mae
(FNM/NYSE), the
nation's
largest
source of financing
for home mortgages, has mortgage relief provisions in place for
Southern
California homeowners
facing
hardships as a
result of widespread
damage
caused by the
wildfires raging in
San Bernardino,
Riverside,
San
Diego,
Los
Angeles
and
Ventura counties in
Southern
California.
"To help the bun. dreds of Southern
California families
who have terrible
damage or total
destruction of their
homes due to the
wildfires, Fannie
Mae
announces
disaster relief provisions for these
homeowners," said
Ted Chandler, vice
president of housing and community development for
the
Western
Regiona1 Office at
Fannie
Mae.
"These provisions
will give lenders
more discretion to
help
affected
homeowners, such
as temporary suspension or reduction of mortgage
payments, or, in
more special cases,
modifying
the
terms of the existing mortgage. All
changes will be
made on a case-bycase basis."
Mae's
Fannie
guidebusiness
lines also advise
lenders to counsel
borrowers on all
possible mortgage
payment workout
options, ·. and to
inform homeowners of disaster
relief
available
from federal agencies.
. Payment
relief 'is available
for single-family
mortgages (including condos) serviced by Fannie
Mae lenders in
- areas affected by
the fires . Holders
of Fannie Mae
mortgage secun-

ties will be paid as
usual during the
relief 2eriod.
•
Mortgage
lenders doing business with Fannie
Mae will, according to Fannie
Mae's guidelines,
determine appropriate relief steps
by considering:

•
extended tact the lender to
unemployment; whom they send
their
monthly
and
mortgage payment,
• extraordinary or contact Fannie
expenses related to · Mae's Consumer
the wildfires that Resource Center at
affect mortgage
payments.

llllplrelnc.

Collision Repair.
IQ$urance Claims

Mr. Handyman
Plumbing • Electrical
Carpentry • Drywall

30 Years Expertenoe
$29•• •

Mr. Joe.
U.L.C . Promotion

MARY KAY"
Rosalind Green
lndependenl Be,1uty

Diplomat, American Board of Psychiatry and Neurology
Added Qualifications in Geriatric Psychiatry
General & Geriatric Psychiatry
Member Black Psychiatrists of America
Office Hours
By Appointment

C:,

$4911,'"'

909/377-398&

Samuel E. Dey, Jr., M.D.

. , ~ Behind in Your
oNE
Mortgage?

www.maryk~y.corrvr green9

6700 Indiana Avenue, Suite 170
Riverside, CA 92506

•
•

Realtor/Loan Officer
Refinance Today
Sell at Marl<et Value Tomorrow

•

Investors for Short Sale Now

•
•

Referral Fees
Ask About Our New
Talking House
Broadcast

909/872-2354
free estimates

En THE

HANDYMAN

All Types of Home Repairs
Over 50 yrs. Experience
Well Known
Up to $500 labor
Ask for Ed

909/242-9176

Full Value. Paid for Real Estate

~~~

Consultant

Phone: (909) 576-5992
E-mail: rgreen9@m~rykay.com

Ron's Lawn Service

Lie. #805019
Cell: (909) 334-4612
Free Estimate.'i
Home Improvem ents
Fax: (909) 776-2043
& Repairs
Member of Better Buliness Bureau

l..lrkllord "11n CmlnlCt, W~k.'orn(

FAX (909) 341-8932

Nadine Green

T&S Investments

•Your Foreclosure
Prevention Queen"

Cash for Your House in 24 Hours

r

Call now free Video & Home Buyers Gukte
confidential constlltation

Office: (800) 429-4443 X 125
Message: (909) 323-5634

Toyln Dawodu

(909) 681-8840
Fax: (909) 681-8397

22365 Barton Rd. #205
Grand Terrace, CA 923p

Cftoco{ate Creations

toyin@zxmail.com

t ;ersonalized Candy Bars for All Occasions
Holidays
Grand Openings
Grad uations
School or Church
Fundraisers

Birth Announcements
Weddings
Bridal or Baby Showers

Riverside, CA 92508
I(888) 344-8211
www.ChocolateForKeeps.com

909.623.1517

Lets take your skin care

License No. Z40248

to the next level/

Oto,

j..-U.. -

~

.

Billy Mitchell, wrc•
~

Emal/ your quote request/

---

).-IHorace Mann

Fax: 909-785-1371 • Email: bmjmmm@cs.com

w- 11.a-t
;... . - r:.,.,,

TEER ONE PROPERTIES
3978 Brockton Ave.

Just $50 can i.W't your
modeling career.
Join us!
.
We can matc.'.b you
with k,cal job$ d1at pa>'.

To order call:

909-820-9 70 7

888-2500 TODAY

1

REALTOR®

lu! Eif_,i• fot-.."l.ffl Wortr

•
4038, Annuities, and Life
• Auto & Homeowners Insurance . . ..

909-785-1351

'tr'... -

Charles A. Christian

~2l

E. Alessandro Blvd. #A- 107

231

Cfi.eruGs
-NCfi.ocolates

,

Riverside, CA 92501

Executive
7426 Cherry Ave., Ste. 200
Fontana, Cali fornia 92336

Business (909) 349-1122
Fax (909) 349-2306
E-M ail cchristian @c2 I Executi ve.net
Web Sile c21executive.net
Each Office is lnde~ndenll)' Owned and Operated

Dwight D. Pledger
REALTOR® GRI

-

Real Estate Professional
E-mail: dwightplcdger@aol.com

Mike Teer

Prudential

Broker/Notary Public

Office:(909) 784-1342
Fax :

(909)784-67 12

E-mail:

teer I @sbcglobal.net

California Realty
Moreno Valley, CA
Dir 909 328-4 I 55 Pgr 909 87i -4959

Websi1e: miketeer.com

" You Can Trust M~ To Work Hard For You!"

_

An i ndepedently o wned nnd operated member o f The ~

Nat

TARBELL REALTORS

Low Cost Document Assistance
Serving Moreno Valley, Perris and (All The Inland Empire)
Attorney Assistance Available
Weekend and Evenings Appointments Available
Affordable·Assistance
Same Day Appointments Available
Prices Low

"NO SERVICE OVER $300"
• Divorce
• Child CustodyNisitalion
• Child Support
• Legal Separalions
• Evictions
•Adoptio ns
• Living Trusts
•Wills
•QRDRO's
• lncorporalions
• Name Change
• Bankruplcy
• And More

$175-275
$200-300
$200-300
$175-275
$150-200
$250-300 ·
$300
$200
$300
$300
$200-300

Municipal Court Building
13800 Heacock Ave. Ste 135-B
Moreno Valley Ca, 92553
9 am - 6 pm M-F

Oscar Snow, LOA Director

- - -- --

- - - --

: Le VIAS & ASSOCIATES

LAW OFFICE OF

Funeral Service
w/ Viewing
$1500·

l,111/0111

Churth/Grut'tJidt

Smr&r.1
Oirr 15

) ',ors

l:.xpm"1rt

Minimvm Metal Casket Included

·Prasstartal

Specialty Funeral
Packages

Fm Stnimfar Jnfa11t~ Coll
t'orlw.fa

h,mi!, 011•11td Otit,· 40 1 'tal'I

SoMOO~, Morchandioo, & Cooket Choioos
Very in each package GaSket induded

$2500
$3500
$4500
$5500

/11 Nome Co#s11/tafion

L1J11'tJI Gulctt Prim Ai'mlablt

...

(909) 883-5288
824 E. Highland Avenue
San Bernardino, CA

Whm

~
~

Evtry _
-

~

D,tail
Co11nls

23631 Sunnymead Blvd
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
• 4 Mag phone: 909-243-1604
PHIL DECOUD
Cell phone: 909-259-8984

Realtor
Behind in mortgage payments, in Default or
Foreclosure Time is of the Essence Call Now!
LET ME "PHIL" ALL YOUR REAL ESTATE
' NEEDS.

I

F. NEVINS

Taxes
Bankruptcy
Business Contracts
Living Trusts & Wills
Incorporations & Partnerships

Richard
Nevins

300 Law Firms WorkiDi Ioiether

I

We will rsfer you to an attorney that specializes in
whatever your legal needs might be. We are dedical·

ecJ to helping the African-American people

Tillman Riverside llortuar

A FREE SERVICE! 1-800-500-7047

HOME LOANS

Over 50 mongage bankers wqrking with Le.Vias and As.~ ia_,es. We will refer

you to a mongage banker that specializes in your panicular need: Refinancing,
Home Loan, or Consolidation. If you own a home, we will get you a loan! l-

4136 10th Street
Riverside, CA 92501

8000500-7047

(909) 686-5193

LAW OFFICE OF DAVID AKINTIMOYE

¥Family Law
¥Probate
¥Criminal Defense
¥Immigration
DAVID AKINTIMOYE

5900 Magnolia Ave

Attorney At Law

Riverside, CA 92506
Phone: 909-310-0849

Free Consultation!

BARBER CUTS BY

Z),
ESSENCE HAIR SALON
420 N. McKinley, Ste. 102
Corona, Ca. 91719
909.272.5765
909.934.1005

By Oluleml

Hair Studio

Sisterlocks™/BrotherlocksTM
Braids (Micro, Cornrow Etc.)
Locs/ Twists/Maintenance
Children vyelcome

A. Leon TIiiman
President - CEO
Emb. Uc 16498

FD. Uc 1253

The Trend Setters of HAIR!!!

2874 Tenth Street - P.O. Box 51628

Currently seeking ha ir stylists,

Riverside, Callfomla

Sill<y !lat Irons "short & sassy !(Ult' up doo's•
Quick weavea• braids" ~nique Ponytails
Barber on board
·

(909) 825-9012

barbers, and mankuris~.
,All inquirers please call
909-885-5004 at the San Bernardino location.
Training and apprentership available!

e-mail: olufemiOadelphia.net
www.naturaJlyyoursboutique.com

Open: Mon.·Fri.
Sun. by Appts. Only We Now Accept ATM

• CoUec,or'• C,.lteri,

A salon where JESUS lives!

• Dolls & Accessori es
• Collectibles • G ifts • Miniatrues

I

• Home Decoration

7he ~ouse of ,Youo9'•

~\'I.':>

i>e~e

22400 Barton Rd., #5
Grand Terrace, C A 923 13
Phone (909) 825-9600
Fax (909) 825-9605

Mon-Fri 9-7
Closed Tuesdays
Sat: 7-7
Sun: 7-1

BURIAL INSURANCE
PRE-NEED ARRANGEMENTS
HABLAMOS ESPANOL
VETERANS BENEFITS

Comp rnentJ;

Naturally Yours B

1

CALL TODAY

[653-4240]

$195

Thinking of Selling or B_
uying a Home
Get Phil on the Phone.

Simple Adult Cremation
$400

Certified - Bonded
State Registered
Legal Document Assistance
MEMBER OF.INLAND EMPIRE
LEGAL DOCUMENT ASSISTANTS
ASSOCIATION
· Moreno Valley

----- -

RICHARD

ntiul Real Et.t:1te

Affiliates. Inc.

•

blackvoicenews.con1

Hayward Reed Jr.
Elettrical Contractor

For information,,
on available mort- '
gage relief, home• any uninsured owners who have
losses;
experienced hardships should con(909) 341-8930

Specializing

visit u s
online

1-800-?FANNIE
(l-800-732-6643),
Monday through
Friday, between
6:00 a.m. and 2:00
p.m. PST.

Reed's Electric Service

bf.:~ . '/0\e
~t,

.._-l'l»\'b'
r·

(909) 682-6433 - (909) 682-6437
(800) 300-6433 - FAX (909) 682-7863

Medk'.al. Benifit.s I

Available
Booth rental special!
1654 N .. MT. VERNON
SAN BERNARDINO. CA 924 11
9 0 9-855-5004
15700 VILLAGE DR. S UITE "C "
V ICTORVILLE. CA 9 2392
760-2 4 5018 1

Over 20 Years Experience
License #FD757

;

Celebrating 30 Years of Serving the Community

LEGILS / CLASSIFIEDS
The Black Voice News
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JOB CONNECTION
Mystery Shoppers needed in Riverside &
surrounding area. Apply onllne at
www.secretsh9pnet.c9m
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

$250 to $500 a week. Will train to work at
home helping the US Government file
HUD/FHA mortgage refunds. No experience
necessary
Call 1-800-778-0353
TUTORING

Tutoring Services Available. Certified teacher
offering se~ices for one-on-one tutoring. All
high school subjects especially math. Just call
Chris (909) 380-2035.

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

1.800.864.!)092
JOB HOTLINE

CIRCLELIFE
4711 Holt St.,• Montclair, CA 91763
909.970.1374 • Fax 909.447.1297
Economic Workshop
Ways to earn big money
•Business Hours 10-7 daily
Contact Billy
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

Postal Positions
Clerks/carriers/sorters. No exp. re.quried.
Benefits. For exam, salary, and testing information call
(630) 393-3032 ext. 4 H 7 8am-8pm 7 days

Multicultural Salon is looking to fill 6 stations with
hairstylist,barbers, and braiders. Booth rental starts @
$60.00 - $80.00 a week. First Month Free for renters
only. Call Laynette @ (909) 830-7844
Attn: Riverside Postal positions. Clerks/carriers/sorters. No exp. required. Benefits. For
exam, salary, and testing information call (630)
393-3032 ext. 4117 8am-8p[!1 7 days
MUST SELL

New toddler bed w/crib mattress (pine wood)
like new. $150.00 Great starter bed for tod•
dlers. Call 496.6340
Models Wanted
For free hair locking services males and females
call Lee for •Detail Please only very serious
Callers (760) 342-8768.
"I have been successful for 20 years"
"I have earned $200,000 a year for 20 years"
"I have been STUPID for 20 years"
Call 888-711-3489 (24 hr recording)

HOMES FOR SALE

First Time Buyers

1-877-680-8068 10#1051

Community Real Estate

List your home
for sale

11 Costly
Home Inspection
Pitfalls
FREE Report reveals
what you need to
know
BEFORE
you list your home for
sale
FREE recorded message
1-877-680-8068
ID# 1003
Community Real Estate

j'

<

LEGALS
The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
TEACHING
AMERICA
FINANCIAL FREEDOM AND
INDEPENDENCE
4505 Allstate Orive #9
Riverside, CA 92501
Brian Oavld Stark
19162 Stagecoch Lane
Riverside, CA 92508
Charles Manza Johnson, Jr.
3535 Banbury Dr. #41
Riversicfe, CA 92505

I
(

(

-,''

,
•

•••
••'
'

.

This business Is conducted by
Co-Parnters.
Regislrant has not yet begun
to transact business under the
fictitious name(s) listed above.
I declare that all the iflfonnatlon In this statement Is true
and correct. (A registrant who
dectares as true, information
which he or she knows to be
false is guilty of a crime.)
s/.Charles Johnson, Senior VP
Operations
The filing of this statement
doas not of Itself authorize the
use ln this state of a fictitious
business name in violation of
the rights of another under fed-

eral, state, or common law
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the County of Riverside on 10/07/03.
I hereby ceftify that this copy is
a corree1 copy of the orig,nal
statement on file in my office .
NOTICE: This fictitious business' name statement expires
five years from .the date it was
filed in the Office of the County

Clerk.
A new Fictitious
Business Name Statement
must be filed before that time.
The filing of this statement
does not itself authorize the
use in this state of a Fictitious
Business Name in violation of
the rights of another under federal, state or common law
(See Section 14411 , Et Seq.,

Business

and

Professions

Code).,
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
F,ILE NO. A-2003-10505
p. 10/16, 10/23, 10/30, 11/6
The fo llowing person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
BE UNIQUE
5445 Broderick Ct.
Hemet, CA 92544
Josie Louise Collett
5445 Broderick Ct.
Hemet, CA 92544
This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun
to transact business under the
fictitious name(s) listed above.
I declare that all the infonnation if1 this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant who
declares as true, informatKJn
which he or she knows to be
false Is guilty of a crtme.)
s/.Josle Collett
The filing of this statement
does not ol Itself authorize the
use in this state of a fictitious
business name in violation of
the rights of another under fed·
eral, state, or common law

(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the Coun•
ty of Riverside on 10/09/03.
I hereby certify that this copy is
a correct copy of the original
statement on file in rny office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business name statement expires
five years from the date it was
filed in the Office of the County
Clerk.
A new Fictitious
Business Name Statement
must be filed before that time.
The filing of this stalement
does not Itself authorize the
use in this state of a Fictitious
Business Name in violation of
the rights of another under fed-

eral, state or common law
(See Section 14411 , Et Seq.,

Business and

This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun
to transact business under the
fictitious name(s) listed above.
I declare that all the infonnation in this statement ·is true
and correct. (A registrant wtlo
declares as true, information
which he or she knows to be
false is guilty of a crime.)
s/.Garfield N. B eckford
The filing of this statement
does not of itself authorize the
use In this state of a fictitious
business name in violation of
the rights of another under federal, state, or common law
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the County of Riverside on 10/08/03.
I hereby certify that this copy Is
a correct copy of the original
statement on file In my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business name statement expires
five years lrom the date it was
filed in the Office of the County
Clerk.
A new Fictitious
Business Name Statement
must be flied before that time.
The filing of this statement
does not itsett authorize the
use in this state of a Fictitious
Business Name in violation of
the rights of another under federal, state or common law
(See Section 14411 , Et Seq.,
Business and Professions
Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2003-f0579
p, 10/16, 10/23, 10/30, 11/6
The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
LOPEZ & CO. CERTI FIED
PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS
69265 Ramon Rd. Ste 8 3
· Cathedral City, CA 92234
Mario
Lopez,
C.P'.A.
Professional Corporation
32366 Navajo Tr.
Cathedral City, CA 92234
CA C2556466

Professions

Code).
GARY L ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. A-2003-10616
p, 10/16, 10/23, 10/30, 11/6

The following person(s) is (are)

doing business as:
EAGLE ONE REAL ESTATE
9223 Plume Grass St.
Corona, CA 92883'

This business is conducted by
Corporation.
Registrant has not yet begun
to transact business under the
fictitious name(s) listed above.
I declare that all the information in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant who
declares as true, information
which he or she knows to be
false is guilty of a crime.)
s/.Mario Lopez, President
LLC/Ai# C2556466
T he filing of this statement
does not of itsell authorize the
use in this state of a fictitious
business name in violation of
the rights of another under f.ed·
eral, state, or common law
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with tl1e County of Riverside on 9/16103.
I hereby certify that this copy is
a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business name statement expires
five years from the date it was
filed in the Office of the County
Clerk .
A new Fictitious
Business Name Statement
must be filed before that time.
The filing of this statement
does not itself authorize the
use in this state of a Fictitiou s
Business Name in violation of
the rights of another under federal, state or common law
(See Section 14411 , Et Seq.,
Business and Professions
GARY L. ORSO, County Clel1<
FILE NO. 1-2003·02599
p. 10/16, 10/23, 10/30, 11/6
doing business as:
IOYLLWILD PHOTOGRAPHY

26585 Green Avenue
ldyllwild, CA 92549
P.O. Bo< 530
ldyllwild, CA 92549
Amy Holland
26585 Green Avenue
ldyllwild, CA 92549

Patricia Vaccaro
26585 Green Avenue
ldyllwild, CA 92549
This business Is conducted by
Co-Partners.
Registrant has not yel begun
to transact business under the
fictitious name(s) listed above.
I declare that all the information in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant who
declares as true, information
which he or she knows to be
false is guilty of a crime.)
s/.Amy Holland
The filing of this statement
does not of ltsett authorize the
use in this state of a fictitious
business name in vfolation of
the rights of another under federal, state, or common law
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the County of Riverside on 10/1 0/03.
I hereby certify thal this copy is
a correct copy of ltle original
statement on file In my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business name statement expires
five years from the date it was
filed In the Office of the County
Clerk.
A new Fictitious
Business Name Slatement
must be filed before that time.
The filing of this statement
does not itself authorize the
use in this state of a Fictitious
Business Name in violation of
the rights of another under fed·
eraI, state or common law
(See Section 14411, Et Seq.,
Business and Professions
Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. A-2003-t 0686
p, 10/ 16, 10/23, 10'30, 11/6
The following person(s)·is (are)
doing business as:
· MABLE 'S DOWN HOME
DAYCARE
23439 Harland Or.
Moreno Va lley, CA 92557
Mable Lorraine Garrett
23439 Harland Dr.
Moreno VaJley, CA 92557

This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun
to transact business under the
fictitious name(s) listed above.
I declare that all the infonna•tion in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant who
, declares as true, information
which he or she knows ·to be
false is guilty of a crime.)
s/.Fred Douglas Bowden
The filjng of this statement
does not of itself authorize the
use in this state of a fictitious
business name in violation of
the rights of anothe r under federal, state, or common law
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed wtth the County of Riverside on 10/03103.
I hereby certify that this copy is
a correct copy of the original
statement on file In my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business name statement expires
five years from the date tt was
filed In the Office of the County
Clerk.
A new Ficlitious
Business Name Statement
must be filed before that time.
The filing of this statement
does not itself authorize the
use in this state of a Fictitious
Business Name in violation of
the rights of another under federal, state or common law
(See Section 14411, Et Seq.,
Business and Professions
Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. A-2003-10386
p, 10/16, 10/23, 10/30, 11/6

This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant comenced to transact business under the ftcii·
tious business name(s) listed
above on 7/90.
I declare that all the information in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant who
declares as true, information
which he or she knows to be
false is guilty of a crime.)
s/.Mable Lorraine Garrett
The filing of this statement
does not of itself authorize the
use in this state of a fictitious
business name in violation of
the rights of another under federal, state, or common law
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the Coun•
ty of Riverside on 10/08/03.
I hereby certity that this copy IS
a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business name statement expires
five years from the date it was
filed in the Office of the County
Clerk.
A new Fictitious
Business Name Statement
must be filed before that time.
The fi ling of this statement
does not itself authorize the
use in this state of a Fictitious
Business Name in violation of
the rights of another under federal, state or common law
(See Section 14411 , Et Seq.,
Business and Professk>ns
Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. A-2003-10580
p , 10/16, 10/23, 10/30, 11/6

Garfield Nashlee Beckford
27784 Oe La Valle Or.

The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
MEDICAL PLAZA PHARMA•
CY
12818 Heacock St. C-5
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
Slddhaye Corporation
12818 Heacock St. C-5
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
2469887 CA

This business is conducted by
Corporation.
Registrant commenced to
transact business under the
fict~ious business name(s) listed above on 10/21/01 .
I declare that all the infonnation in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant who
declares as true, infonnation
which he or she knows to be
false is guilty of a crime.)
s/.Meeta Patel, CFO
LLC/AI# 2469887
The filing of this statement
does not of itself authorize•the
use in this state of a fictitious
business name in violation o1
the rights of another under federal, s,ate, or common law
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the County of Riverside on 9/17/03.
I hereby certity that this copy is
a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This ficijtious business name statement expires
five years from the date it was
filed in the Office of the County
Clerk.
A new Fictitious
Business Name Statement
must be filed before that time.
The filing of this statement
does not itself authorize the
use In this state of a Fictitious
Business Name in violation of
the rights of another under federal, state or common law
(See Section 14411 , Et Seq.,
Business and Professions
Code).
GARY L. ORSO, Ccxmty Clerk
FILE NO. R-2003-09731
p. 10/16, 10/23, 10/30, 11/6

The following person(s) is (are)

' Fred Douglas Bowden
9223 Plume Grass St.
Corona, CA 92883

The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
SPARKLING CLEAN JANI•
TORIAL SERVICES
27784 De La Valle Dr.
Moreno Valley, CA 92555

This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun
to transact business under the
fictitious name(s) listed above.
I declare that all the infonna·
tion in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant who
declares as true, information
which he or she knows to be
false is guilty of a crime.)
s/.Sandra Nwandiko
The filing of this statement
does not of itsell authorize the
use In this state of a fictitious
business name in violation of
the rights of another under led·
eral, state, or common law
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the County of Riverside on 10/03103.
I hereby certify that this copy is
. a correct copy of the original
statement on me In my ottlce.
NOTICE: This fictitious business name statemenl expires
five years from the date it was
,filed in the Office of the County
Clerk.
A new Fictitious
Business Name Statement
must be filed before that time.
The filing of this statement
does not itself authorize the
use in this state of a Fictitious
Business Name in violation of
the rights of another under federal, state or common law
(See Section 14411 , Et Seq.,
Business and Professions
Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. A-2003-10393
p , 10/16, 10/23, 10/30, 11/6

A

Code).

NO MONEY DOWNBest Buy Hotlist
Free list of properties
'reveals 10 best buys
available with
no
in y6 r s1:leclfic price
down payment. Free
· range. Free re-corded
recorded message 1message. 1-877-6808068
ID#
1040. - 877 - 680 - 8068
10#1043. Community
Community
Real
Real Estate
. Estate
Why rent when you can
own? Free list of homes
available with no money
down.under $1, 100/mnth.

1265 Alessandro Ad.
Banning, CA 92220

The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
AZTECA LAWNMOWER
8790 Mallari• Way
Riverside, CA 92503
Octavio Valencia (NMN)
8790 Mallorie Way
Riverside, CA 92503
This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun
to transact business under the
fictitious name(s) listed above.
I declare that all the information in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant who
declares as true, information
which he or she knows to be
false is guilty of a crime.)
s/.Octavio Valencia
The filing of this statement
does not of itself authorize the
use in this state of a fictitious
business name in violation of
the rights of another under federal, state, or common law
(sec. 144b el. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the Coun·
ty of Riverside on 10/08/03.
I hereby certify that this copy is
a correct copy of the origiflal
statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business name statement expires
five years from the dat e it was
filed in the Office of the County
Clerk.
A new Fictitious
Business Name Statement
must be filed before that time.
The filing of this statement
does not itself authorize the
use in this state of a Fictitious
BUSiness Name in violaUon of
the rights of another under federal, state or common law
(See SeC1ion 14411 , Et Seq.,
Business a nd Professions

Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. A-2003-10537
p, 10/16, t 0/23, 10/30, 11/6
The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
NUTRASHOP RIVERSIDE
101 5 E. Alessandro Blvd. Suite
150
Riverside, CA 92508

Joshua Michael Ruiz
68 t Goldenrod St.
Hemet, CA 92545
Andy Ruiz (NMN)
30257 Sierra Madre Dr.
Temecula, CA 92591

This business is conducted by
Co-Partners.
Registrant has not yet begun
to transact business under the
fiC1itious name(s) listed above.
I declare that all the infonnatlon In this statement Is true
and correct. (A registrant who
declares as true, information
which he or she knows to be
false is guilty of a crime .)
s/.Joshua Ruiz
The filing of this statement
does not of itself authorize the
use in this state of a fictitious
business name in violation of
the rights of another under fed·
eral, state, or common law
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the County of Riverside on 10/08/03.
I hereby certity that this copy Is
a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business name statement expires
five years from the date it was
filect in tl1e Office of the County
Clerk.
A new Fictitious
Business Name Statement
must be filed before that time.
The filing of this statement
does not Itself authorize the
use in ·this state of a Fictitious
Business Name in violation of
the rights of another under fed•
eral , state or common law
(See Section 14411, Et Seq.,
Business and Professions
Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO, R-2003-10557
p. 10/16, 10/23, 10/30, 11/ 6

The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
GIFTS BEAUTIFUL
1265 Alessandro Rd.
Banning, CA 92220

AMENDED
The lollowing person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
BIG STREET DEVELOPMENT COMPANY
3025 Oavid Street
Riverside, CA 92506

Sandra Nwandiko (NMN)

Woodrow Sidney Gossett, Jr.

3025 David St.
Riverside, CA 92506
This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun
to transact business under the
fictitious name(s) listed above.
I declare that all the infonnation in this statement is true
and correct. (A reglstr~nt who
declares as true, information
which he or she knows to be
false is guilty of a crime.)
s/.Woodrow S. Gossett, Jr.
The filing ol this statement
does not of itself authorize the
use In this state of a IIC11tlous
business name in violation of
the rights of another under federal, state, or common law
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the County of Riverside on 08/07/03.
I hereby certify that this copy is
a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business name statement expires
five years from the date it was
filed in the Office of the County
Clerk.
A new Fictitious
Business Name Statement
must be filed before that time.
The filing of this statement
does not Itself authorize the
use in this state of a. Fictitious
Business Name in violation of
the rights of another under fed·
eral, state or common law
(See Section 14411 , Et Seq.,
Business and Professions
Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County Clel1<
FILE NO. R-2003-08228
p, 8128, 914, 9/11, 9/18,
10/16, 10/23, 10/30, 11/6
AMENDED ORDER TO
SHOW CAUSE FOR
CHANGE OF NAME
CASE NO. 398381
Beatrice Evans, 28291 Winged
Foot Dr., Sun City, CA 92586
In Pro Per, Superior Court of
Callfornra,
Count y
of
Riverside, 4050 Main Street,
Riveside , CA 92501 Civil
Division Petition of: Beatrice
Evans For Change of Name.
.To all interested Persons:
Petitioner: Beatrice Evans filed
a petition with this court for a
decree changing names as follows: Beatrice Evan~ to
Delores Bea Nix. The Court
Orders thal all persons interested in thsi matter shall
appear before this court at the
hearing indicated below to
show cause, ff any, Why the
petition for change of name
should
not be granted.
November 13, 2003, 8:30 a.m.
Dept. 4. A copy of this Order to
Show Cause shall be published at least once each week
for four successive weeks prior
to the date set for hearing on
the petition in the following
newspaper of general circulation, printed i this county The
Black
Voice
Newspaper,
Riverside County. Other The
Press Enterprise
Valley
TJmes.
Oate: Oct. t , 2003
E. Michael Kaiser, Judge of the
Superior Court.
p 10/16, 10/23, 10/30, 11/6
NOICE OF PETITION TO
ADMINISTER ESTATE
CASE NO. 084971
R. Anthony Bauman, 12526
High Blutt Drive, Ste. 300, San
Diego, CA 92130. Attorney
For: Petitioner. Superior Court
of California, County of
Riverside, 4050 Main Street,
Riverside, CA 92501 Main
Branch. Eslate of William
Franklin Wheeler, aka William
F. Wheeler, and BIii Wheeler
Decedent.
To all heirs, beneficiaries,
creditors, contingent creditors,
and persons who may otherwise be interested in the will or
estate, or both of William
Franklin Wheeler aka William
F. Wheeler, aka Bill Wheeler.
A Petition for Probate has
been filled by: Katherine Anne
Wheeler in the Superior Court
of California, County of:
Riverside. The Petition for
Probate
requests
that
Katherine Anne Wheeler be
appointed
as
personal
reprsentative to administer the
estate of the decedent.
The Petition request the decedent's will and codicile, tt any,
be admitted to probate. The
will and any codicils are available for e>eamination in the file
kept by the court.
A hearing on the petition will be
held on November 6, 2003,
8 :45 a.m., Dept. 1 at 4050
Main Street, Riverside , C A
92501.
If you Object to the granting of
the petition, you should appear
at the hearing and state your
objections or file written objections wtth he court before the
hearing.
Your appearance
may be in person or by your
attorney.
If You Are A Creditor or a con•
tingent
creditor
of
the
deceased, you must file your
claim with the court and mail a
copy to the personal representative appoint ed by the court
within four months from the
date of first issuance of letters
as provided in Probate Code
section 9100. Tl'le time for filing claims will not aspire
before four months from the
hearing date noticed above.
You may ••amine the file kept
• by the court. If you are a person interested in the estate,
you may Ille with the court a
Request tor Special Notice of
the filing of an inventory and
appraisal of estate assets or of
any petition or account as provided in Probate Code Section
1250. A Request for Special
Notice form is available from
the court clerk. R. Anthony
Bauman Attorney for Petition.
s/... R. Bauman
p. 10/16, 10/23, 10/30, 11 /6
The following person(s) is (ar:)
doing business as:
D.B.L. DAMIAN BROTHERS
LANDSCAPING
6333 Longhill St.
Riverside, CA 92504
Jose Luis Damian
6333 Longhi/I St.
Riverside, CA 92504
Felipe Damian, Jr. (NMN)
3130 First Street
Riverside, CA 92507
This business is conducted by
a General Partnership.
Registrant commenced to
transact business under the
fictitious business name(s) listed above on 9/17/03.
I declare that all the infonnaUon in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant who
declares as true, information
which he or she knows to be
false is guilty of a crime.)
s/.Jose L. Damian
The liling of this st atement
does not of ltsett authorize the
use in this state of a fictitious
business name in violation of
the rights of another.under federal, state, or common law
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the County of Riverside on 10/09/03.
I hereby certify that this copy is
a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business name statement expires
five years from the date It was
filed in the Office of the County
Clerk.
A new Fictitious
Business Name Statement
must be filed before that time.
The filing of this statement
does not ftself authorize the
use in this state of a Fictitious
Business Name in violation of
the rights of another underfederal, state or common law
(See Section 144 t t , Et Seq.,
Business and Professions
Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk

'

FILE NO. R-2003-10636
p , 10/23, 10/30, 11/6 , 11/13
The following person(s) Is (are)

doing business as:
MARY MORRIS REALTY
SERVICES INC.
11597 Waterwell Ct.
Riverside, CA 92505
Mary Morris Realty Services
Inc.
11597 Waterwell Ct.
Riverside, CA 92505
INC. in CALIFORNIA
This business is conducted by
Corporation.
Registrant commenced to
transact business under the
fictitious business name(s) listed above on 10/1/03.
I declare that all the informa·
tion in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant who
declares as true, Information
which he or she knows to be
false is guilty of a crime.)
s/.Mary Frances Morris, Chief
Financial Officer
LLCIAI# 2457263
The filing of this statement
does not of itself authorize the
use in this state of a ftctitious
business name ln violation of
the rights of another under federal, state; or common law
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
~ Statement filed with the County of Riverside on 10/1 0/03.
,I hereby certify that this copy Is
a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business name statement expires
five years from the date ~ was
filed in the Office of the County
C lerk.
A new Fictitious
Business Name Statement
must be filed before that time.
The filing of th is statement
does not ltsett authorize the
use in this state of a Fictitious
Business Name In v iolation of
the rights of another under fed·
eral , state or common law
(See Section 14411, Et Seq.,
Business and Professions
Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. A-2003-10653
p, 10/23, 10/30, 11/6, 11/13
The lollowing person(s) Is (are)
doing business as:
OPEN ARMS FAMILY MINISTRIES
24198 Rimview Rd.
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
Tajuana Farley Gordon
24198 Rimvlew Rd.
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
Donovan Anthony Gordon, Sr.
24 198 Rimview Rd.
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
This business Is conducted by
Individual - Husband & Wtte.
Registrant commenced to
transact business under the
fictitious business name(s) listed above on 8131 /03.
I declare that all the infonnation in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant who
declares as true, information
which he or she knows to be
false is guilty of a crime.)
s/.Tajuana E. Gordon
The filing of this statement
does not of itself authorize the
use in this state of a fictitious
business name in violation of
the rights of another under tecieral, state, or common law
(sec. 1440 et. seq, b &p code)
Statement filed wtth the Cour,ty of Rive(side on 9/25/03.
I hereby certify thal this copy Js
a correct copy of the ortginal
statement o n file In my office.
NOTICE: T his fictitious business name statement aspires
five years from the date it was
filed in the Office of the County
Clerk.
A new Fictit ious
Business Name Statement
must be filed before that time.
The filing of this statement
does not ilsett authorize the
, use In lhls state of a FIC11tious
Business Name in violation of
the rights of another under federal, state or common law
(See Section 14411, Et Seq.,
Business and Professions
Code).
GARY L ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2003-10064
p, 10/23, 10/30, 11/6, 11/ 13
The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
PALERMO PIZZA
1496 W. Ramsey St.
Banning, CA 92220
Ehab Mohamed Khafagy
43236 Haccienda St. #H
Hemet, CA 92544

This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun
to transact business under the
fictitious name(s) listed above.
I declare that all the infonnation in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrani who
declares as true, information
which he or she knows to be
false is guilty of a crime.)
s/.Ehab M. Khafagy
The filing of this statement
does not of itself authorize the
use in this state of a fictitious
business na me in violation of
the rights of another under fed·
eral, state, or common law
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the County of Riverside on 10/20/03.
I hereby certify that this copy is
a correct copy of the original
statement on file In my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business name statement expires
five years from the date it was
filed in the Office of the County
Clerk.
A new Fictitious
Business Name Statement
m ust be filed before that time.
The filing of this statement
dOes not ltsett authorize the
use in this state of a Fictitious
Business Name in violation of
the rights of another under federal, state or common law
(See Section 14411, Et Seq.,
Business and Professions
Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2003-10959
p. 10/23, 10/30, 11/6, 11/13
The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
EAGLE CONSTRUCTION
COMPANY
53625 Avenida Obregon
La Quinta, CA 92253
Scott Cyphers (NMN)
53625 Avenida Obregon
La Quinta, CA 92253
This business is conducted by
Individual.
Regist rant commenced to
transact business under the
ficlitious business name(s) listed above on 10/01/03.
I declare that all the infonnatlon In this statement Is true
and correct. (A registrant who
declares as true, information
which he or she knows to be
false is guilty ol a crime.)
s/.Scott Cyphers
The filing of this statement
does not of ftself authorize the
use in this state of a fictitious
business name In violation of
the rights of another under federal, state, or common law
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the County of Riverside on 10/20/03.
I hereby certify that this copy Is
a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious busi- '
ness name statement expires
five years from the date it was
filed In the Office of the County
Clerk.
A new Fictitious
Business Name Statement
must be filed before that time.
The filing of this statement
does not itself authorize the
use in this state of a Fictitious
Business Name In violation of
the rights of another under federal, state or common law
(See Section 14411, Et Seq.,

Thursday, November 6, 2003
Business

and

Professions

Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-~003-10947
p. 10/23, 10/30, 11/6, 11/ 13
The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
TEA FOR YOU AND ME
7139 Elderberry Ave.
Corona, CA 92880
Maureen Millerick (NMN)
7139 Elderberry Ave.
Coruna, CA 92880
This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun
to transact business under the
tiC1itious business name(s) listed above.
I declare that all the infonnation in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant who
declares as true, lnformaHon
which he or she knows to be
false is guilty of a crime.)
s/.Maureen Millerick
The filing of this statement
does not of Itself authorize the
use in this state of a fictitious
business name in violation of
the rights of another under federal, state, or common law
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the County of Riverside on t 0/20/03.
I hereby certify that this copy Is
a correct copy of the original
statement on file In my office.
NOTICE: This fiC11tious business name statement expires
five years from the date it was
filed in the Office of the County
Clerk.
A new Fictitious
Business Name Statement
must be filed before that time.
The filing of this statement
does not itsett authorize the
use in this state of a Fictitious
Business Name in violation of
the rights of another under federal, state o r common law
(See Section 14411 , Et Seq.,
Business and Professions
Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2003-10948
p, 10/23, 10/30, 11/6, 11/13

The following person(s) Is (are)
doing business as:
DORRY'S RESTAURANT
10635 Magnolia Ave.
Riverside, CA 92503
John Robert Neiberger
41475 Primrose Lane
Hemet, CA 92544
· This business Is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun
to transact business under lhe
fictitious name(s) listed above.
I declare that all the infonnaHon in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant who
declares as true, information
Which he or she knows to be
false is guilty of a crime.)
s/.John A. Neiberger
The filing of this statement
does not of itself authorize the
use in this state of a fiC1itlous
business name in violation of
the rights of another under fed•
eral, state, or common law
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement f iled with the Coun. ty of Riverside on 10/15/03.
I hereby certify that this copy is
a correct copy of the original
statement on tile ln my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious bUSI·
ness name statement expires
five years from the date it was
filed in the Office ol the County
Clerk.
A new Flc1itious
Business Name Statement
must be 111ed before that time.
The filing of this statement
does not itself authorize the
use In this state of a Fictitious
Business Name in vk>latton of
the rights of another under federal, state or common law
(See Section 14411, Et Seq.,
Business and Professions
Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2003-10820
p . 10/23, 10/30, 1V6, 11/13
SUMMONS
CASE NUMBER: SCVSS

105079
Notice to Defendant: Richard
N. Dominguez Does 1 to 20,
Inclusive
You are being sued by plaintiff:
Jesse Elbert Dominguez, a
Minor, By and Through his
Guardian ad Litem, Audrey
Hernandez
You have 30 calendar Oays
after this summons is served
on you to file a typewritten
response at this court.
A letter or phone call will not
protect you; your typewritten
response must be in proper
legal fonn if you want the court
to hear your case.
If you do not file your response
on time, you may lose the
case, and your wages, money
and property may be taken
without further warning from
the court.
There are other legal requirements. You may want to call
an attorney right away. If you
do not know an attorney, you
may call an attorney referral
service or a legal aid office
(listed in the phone book).
Despues de que le entreguen
esta cltaclon Judicial usted
t iene un plazo de 30 Dias
Ca lendarios para pre sentar
una respuesta escrlta a
maquina en esta corte.
Una carta o una llamada t ele·
fonica no le ofrecera protecdon; su respuesta escrlta a
maqulna tiene que cumplir con
las
fonnalidades
legales
apropiadas si usted quiere qua
la corte excuche su case.
Si usted no presenta su
respuesta a tiempo, puede
perder el caso, y le pueden
quitar su salarlo, su dlnero y
otras cosas de su propiedad
sin aviso adicional por parte de
la corte.
Existen
otros
requisitos
legales. Puede que usted
quiera llamar a un abogado
inmediatamente. Si no conoce
a un abogado, puede llamar a
un servic:io de refenencia de
abogados o a um,, oficina de
ayuda legal (vea el directorio
telefonicco).
The name and address of the
court is: San BElrnardino
Superior Court, 351 North
Arrowhead
Avenue,
San
Bernardino, CA 92415-0240
Central
The name, address, and telephone number of plaintiff's
attorney, or plaintiff without an
attorney,
is:
Robert
M.
Mammano,
Esq.
Lerner,
Moore, Mammano, Strasser,
and
Silva,
141
North
Arrowhead Avenue , Suite 1,
San Bernard ino, California
92408-1024.
Date: Jul 01, 2003
Clerk , by Olivia Nevarez,
Deputy
p, 10/23, 10/30, 11/6, 11/13
The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
CAREER SUCCESS INSTI·
TUTE
12750 Barbazon Dr.
Moreno Valley, CA 92555
12190 Perris Blvd. IE
Moreno Valley, CA 92557

Lisa Lorrine Carter
12750 Barbazon Or.
Moreno Valley, CA 92555
This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun
to transact business under the
fictitious name(s) listed above.
I declare that all the infonnation in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant who
declares as true, iiformation
which he or she knows to be
false is guilty of a crime.)
s/.Lisa L. Carter
"rhe filing of this statement
does not of itself authorize the
use in this state of a fictitious

business name in violation of
the rights of another under federal, state, or common law
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the County of Riverside on 10/17/03.
I hereby certify that this copy is
a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious busl·
nes!; name statement expires
five years from the date It was
filed in the Office of the County
Clerk.
A new Fic1itious
Business N ame Statement
must be filed before that time.
The filing of this statement
does not itsetf authorize the
use In this state of a FIC11tious
Business Name in Violation of
the rights of another under 1ederal, state or common law
(See SeC1ion 14411 , Et Seq.,
Business and Professions
Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2003-10908
p. 10/23, 10/30, 11/6 , 11/13
The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
CARLA'S CARE·A·VAN
41229 Lace Circle
Murrieta, CA 92562
Carta Patrice EdWards
91229 Lace Circle
Murrieta, CA 92562
This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant has· not Ylll begun
to transact business under the
fictitious name(s) listed above.
I declare that all the infonnation in this statement is true '
and correct. (A registrant who
declares as true, information
which he or she knows to be
false is guilty of a crime.)
s/.Carta Edwards
The filing of this statement
does not of ltsett authorize the
use In this state of a fictitious
business name in violation of
the rights of another under fed·
eral, state, or common law
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the County of Riverside on 09/ 18/03.
I hereby certify that this copy is
a correct copy of the original
• statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fiC11tious business name statement expires
five years lrom the date ft was
filed in the Office of the County
Clerk.
A new Fictttious
Business Name Statement
must be filed before that time.
The filing of this statement
does not ltsett authortze t~e
use in this state of a Fictitious
Business Name in violation of
the rights of another under federal, state or common law
(See Section 14411, Et Seq.,
Business and Professions
Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. A-2003-09797
p. 10/23 , 10/30, 11/6, 11/1 3
The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
PRO CONSUMERS 1ST
FINANCIAL SERVICES
12981 Perris Blvd. Suite 107
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
Joyce Marie Saunders
12225 Westerly Tr.
.
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
This business Is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun
to transact business under the
fictitious name(s) listed auove.
I dl!clare that all the information in this statement Is true
and correct. (A registrant who
declares as true, information
Which he or she knows to be
false is guilty of a crime.)
s/.Joyce Marie Saunders
The filing of this statement
does not of itsetf authorize the
use in this state of a fictitious
business name in violation of
the rights of another under fed•
eral, state, or common law
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the County of Riverside on 10/14/03,
I hereby certify that this copy is
a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business name statement expires
five years from the date it was
filed in the Office of the County
Clerk.
A new Fictitious
Business Name Statement
must be filed before that time.
The filing of th is statement
does not Itself authorize the
use In this state of ,a Fictitious
Business Name in violation of
the rights of another under federal , state or common law
(See Section 14411 , Et Seq.,
Business and Professions
Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County Cle11<
FILE NO. R-2003-1 0703
p, 10/23, 10/30, 11/6, 11/ 13
The following person(s) Is (are)
doing business as:
DESERT OCHS REALTY
78585 Hampshire Wocxf Palm
desert CA, 922 11
790 Hampshire Rd. Surte C
Westlake Village, CA 91361
Stephen S. Ochs
793 Sunfield Court
Westlake Village CA, 91362
This business is conducted by
lndMdual.
Registrant has not yet begun
to transact business under the
fictitious name(s) listed above.
I declare that all the infonna·
lion in this statement Is true
and correct. (A registrant who
declares as true, Information

Which he or she knows to be
false is guilty of a crime,)
s/.Stephen Ochs
The filing of this statement
does not of itself authorize the
use in this state of a fictitiOus
busjness name in violation of
the rights of another under federal. state. or common law
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the County of Riverside on 10/14/03.
I hereby certify that this copy is
a correct cppy of the original
statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business name statement expires
five years from the date tt was
flied In the Office of the County
Clerk.
A new Fictitious
Business Name Statement
must be filed before that time,
The filing of this statement
does not itself authorize the
use in this state of a Flctttious
Business Name in violation of
the rtghts of another µnder fed·
eral, state or common law
(See ~
ion 14411 , Et Seq.,
Business and Professions
Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2003-10143
p. 10/23, 10/30, 11/6 , 11/13
The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
JAQUASmASPORTATION
4655 Minnier Ave. Ap, 21 ·B
Riverside, CA 92505
Richard Lee Marquart Jaqua
4655 Minnier Ave. Apt. 21 ·B
Riverside, CA 92505
This business is conducted by
Individual.
Reg istrant commenced to
transact business under the
fic1itious business name(s) liS1ed above on Sept. 5 , 2003.
I declare that all the infonnation in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant who
declares as true, iflfonnation
which he or she knows to be
false Is guilty of a crime.)
s/.Richard Jaqua
The filing of this statement
does not of ttsett authorize the
use in lhis state of a fictttious
business name in viotation of
the rights of another under fed-·
eral, state, or common law
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the County of Riverside on 10/08/03.
I hereby certify that this copy is
a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictilious business name statement expires
five years from the date It was
filed in the Office of the County
Clerk.
A new Fictitious
Business Name Statement
must be filed before that time.
The filing of this statement
does not Itself authorize the
use In this state of a Fictitious
Business Name in violation of
the rights of another under federal, state or common law
(See Section 14411, Et Seq.,
Business and Professions
Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2003-105TT
p, 10/30, 11/6 , 11 /13, 11/20
The following person(s) is (are) ·
doing business as:
ADVANCE PROCESSING
SERVICES
32900 Riverside Ortve
Lake Elsinore, CA 92530
Stacey Ann reed
32900 Riverside Drive
Lake Elsinore, CA 92530
This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant commenced to
transaC1 business under the
fictitious business namo(s) list•
ed above on September 1 ,
2003.
I declare that all the '1formation in this statement is true
and oorrect. (A registrant who
declares as true, information
which he or she knows to be
false Is guilty of a crime.)
s/.Stacey A. Reed
The filing of this statement
does not of ltseW authorize the
use in this state of a fic1itious
business name in violation of
the r1ghts of another under federal, state, or common law
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the County of Riverside on 10/22/03.
I hereby certify that this copy is
a correct copy of the ortglnal
statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious busi•
ness name statement expires
five years from the date It was
filed in the Office of the County
Clerk.
A new Fictitious
Business Name Statement
must be filed before that time.
The flllng of this statement
does not ltsett authorize the
use in this state of a Fictitious
Business Name in violation of
the rights of another underfederal, state or common law
(See Section 14411 , Et Seq.,
Business and Pro'fesslons
Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. A-2003-11097
p, 10/30, 11/6, 11/ 13, 11/20

The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
SUBWAY #25640
22500 Town Circle #2139
Moreno Valley, C A 92553
Jasbir Kaur Brar
13561 Stacy Lynn Dr.
Moreno Valley, CA 92555
This business is conducted by
Individual.

Registrant commenced to
transaC1 business under the
fictitious business name(s) listed above on 1989.
I declare that a ll the infonna-,
tion in this statement is true.
and correct. (A registrant who
decla res es true, information
Which he or she knows to be
false is guilty of a crime.)
s/.Jasbir Kaur brar
The filing of this statement
does not of itself authorize t~e
use in this state of a fictitious 1
business name in violation of
the rights of another under fed·
eral, state, or common law
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
' ,
Statement filed with the Coun-' ,
ty ot Riverside on 10"11/03.
I hereby certify that this copy Is
a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictttious busi- ,
ness name statement expires
five years from the date it was
filed in the Office of the County
Clerk.
A new Fictitious
Business Name Statement
must be filed before that time,
The fifing of this statement
does not itself authorize the
use in this state of a Fictitious
Business Name In violation of
the rights of another under federal, state or common raw
(See Section 14411 , Et Seq.,
Business and Profession s
Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2003-11048
p. 10/30, 11/6 , 11/ 13, 11/20
The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
DAYTYME CONSULTANTS
22165 Empress St.
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
Varday Lee Alexander
22165 Empress St.
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun
to transact business under the
fiC1itious name(s) lisled abova
I declare that all the information in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant Who
declares as true, infonnation
which he or she knows to be
false is guilty of a crime.)
s/.Varday Ale<ander
The filing of this statement
does not of itself authorize the
use in this state of a fictitious
business name in violation of
the rights of another under led·
eral , state, or common law
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed wrth the County of Riverside on 10/24/03.
I hereby certify that this copy 1s
a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business name statement expir'es
five years from the date it was
filed in the Office of the County
Clerk.
A new Fict itious
Business Name Statement
musl be filed before that time.
T he filing of this statement
does not itself authorize the
use in this state of a Fictitious
Business Name in viofation of
the rights of another under fede ral , state or common law
(See Section 14411 , Et Seq.,
Business and , Professions
Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2003-11218
p. 10/30, 11 /6, 11 /13, 11/20
The lollowing person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
SUPER 8 MOTEL HEMET
3510 W. Florida Ave.

HOUSING AUTHORITY OF THE COUNTY OF RIVERSIDE
The
Housing
Authority
of
the
County of Riverside"·s
seeking proposals for
a
phone/voicem!il
system
for
ifs
Adm in i s tr at i 111e
Building located j:it
5555
Arlington
Aven ue, Riversi®,
CA 92503.
'
Bid documents m1y
be obtained by cof,·
!acting Kurt Johnson
at (909) 247-2007, jir
by
picking
them
beginning October ~7
at
the
Housing
A u t h or it y ', s
Adm I n I st rat I V'e
Buildln9,
5555
Arlington Avenup,
Riverside, California
92504.
Ask
t~e
Receptionist to contact Jim Carpenter lo
obtairi bid documents.
All Proposals must ~e
received
at
t~e
A d m i n i s t r a t i VJe
Building by 5:00 P.~.
on November 2JI ,
2003.
~
10/30/03
•
CNS- 600976#

San Bernardino International Airport Authority
Request for Qualification
For
Project and Construction Management Services

'

'''
"'
I

J

Runway Rehabllltatlon Project

J

''

'

The San Bernardino International Airport Authority (SBIAA) is soliciti~g
Request for Qualification (RFQ) from consulting project/construction maf
agement firms for the project described here-in. The Runway Rehabilitatictn
Project consists of removal and replacement of Runway 6/24 and upgra~ing · the Runway from a Group 5 to a Group 6 design category. Wotk
includes construction of Runway 6/24 using Portland Cement Concre1e
(PCC), grading, crushing of existing pavements for reuse as base matefials, installation of storm drain improvements, construction of asphalt (A~)
shoulders, and installation of precision instrument lighting. This project j s
being phased depending upon funding and could be divided into as many
as 5 additional phases. Please submit one original and 4 copies of yo~r
RFQ to the Clerk of the Board located at 294 Souih Leland Norton Wa!j,
Suite # 1, San Bernardino, California 92408. Such RFQ will be receivijd
until 2:00 P.M. on Wednesday, December 3, 2003 at Owner's O.ffice 91
which time said RFQ will be publicly opened and read . Copies of'the Rfb
may be obtained from Owner's Office located at 294 South Leland Nortdn
Way, Suite #1, San Bernardino, California 92408 or are available at o~r
website @ www sbdairport com under "Current Events/Proposals." t,,Jo
inquiries regarding this solicitation will be accepted before Wednesday,
November 19, 2003. Thereafter, all inquiries shall be directed, lo wrlti,$9
via email to Mr. Eric Ray at eray@sbdalrport,com. lf'modification or clarification to the solicitation document becomes necessary, a written adde dum will be sent to each recipient of the documents.
:

•

A Mandatory Submittal Conference will be held at 10:00 A.M. <!n
Wednesday, November 19, 2003 at the SBIAA Administrative office Jocated at 294 South Leland Norton Way, Suite #1, San Bernardino, Califorf1la
~~

~
4

•
D_isadvantaged Business Enterprises (DBEs) as defined in 49 CFR Part ~3
shall have the maximum opportunity to participate in the performance €If
contracts financed in whole or in part with Federal funds under this agretment. Consequently, the DBE requirements of 49 CFR Part 23 apply to this
agreement.
:
~

San Bernardino International Airport Authority
San Bernardino, California

!

, ~,~,, ~.,.,,.,
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:~The Black Voice News
Hemet, CA 92545
Durga Sal lncorpcrated
3510 W. Florida Ave.
Hemet, CA 92545
CA C2203877

This business is conducted by
; ... icorporation.
0'

_.,

~~

:~:~~~~t ~~: ii:sYi~d~~~~~

ficti1ious name(s) listed above.
I declare that all the information in this statement is true
·• , and correct. (A registrant who
:
..... declares as true, information
n ,r,,., which he or she knows to be
.,.false is guilty of a crime.)
9
, s/.Surya M. Reddy, President
LC/All C2203877
The filing of this statement
,: ., does not of it self authorize the
a . ~ use in this state of a fictitious
,t .. "\i business name in violation of
.~
•~the rights of another under fedIA. ...
eral, state, or common law
, • (sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
~ • Statement filed with the County of Riverside on 10/23/03.
I hereby certify that this copy is
21
1
a
correct copy of the original
1
e ,. \ statement on file in my office.
a
NOTICE: This fictitious busi., ness name statement expires
:
... five years from the date it was
, filed in the Office of the County
~ ,. C lerk.
A new Fictitious
tr ... Business Name Statement
•, must be fifed before that time.
The filing of this statement
~ does not itself authorize the
8
~ , use in this state of a Fictitious
2
.,
,,Business Name in violation of
0
~b' r,the rights of another under fed·
w . '\1 era I, state or common law
.,••(See Section 14411 , Et Seq.,
·/ , Business and Professions
I , Code).
,

j; ,,

~I~~~~-i~i~:i~~~~ Clerk

~,

This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun
to transact business under the
fictitious name(s) listed above.
I declare that all the information in this, ·statement is true
and correct. (A regls1rant who
declares as true, information
which he or she knows to be
false is guilty of a crime.)
sl.Nancy A.S. Ross
The filing of this statement
does not of nself authorize the
use in this state of a fictitious
business name in violation of
the rights of another underfederal, state, or common law
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b §,p code)
Statement filed w ith the County of Riverside on 10/17/03.
I hereby certify that this copy is
a correct copy of the original
statement on file In my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business name statement expires
five years from the date it was
filed in the Office of the County
Clerk.
A new Fictitious
Business Name Statement
must be filed before that time.
The filing of this statement
does not ltsett authorize the
use in this state of a Fictitious,
Business Name in violation of
the rights of another underfederal, state o~ common law
(See Section 14411, Et Seq.,
Business and Professions
Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2003-10905
p. 10/30, 11/6, 11/ 13, 11/20
The following person(s) Is (are)
doing business as:
!SPECIALIZE
35974 Grey Whale Ln.
Wildomar, CA. 92595

p. 10/30, 11/6, 11/ 13, 11/20
(• '" The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
GJC, ENTERPRISES
: 44430 Meadow Grove
Hemet, CA 92544
P.O. Box 813
'San Jacinto, CA 92581

<,:

Geoffrey James Clark
44430 Meadow Grove
H ernet: CA 92544

• ~ This business is conducted by
,. Individual.
has not yet begun
, '◄ to transact business under the
, ,..,fictitioUs name(s) listed above.

e , , Registrant
5

1

c ~'!i~~rfh1~a~1:!~he~/"tir~a~
; , ·• and correct. (A registrant who.
• declares as true, information
which he or she knows to be
false is guilty of a crime.)
Ir
sf.Geoffrey J. Clark
~ . • The filing of this statement
does not of Itself authorize the
<
use in 1his state of a fictitious
-l
business name in · violation of
•
the rights of another under fed·
(
eral, state. or common law
-, , (sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the Coun·
_ty of Riverside on t 0/23/03.
,,.I hereby certify that this copy is
_
l. a correct copy of the original
1

f ,_

fe ,
2•
2
·

','. ~;~~~~t ~~i~lef~i~~~~~cueSi.
ness name statement expires
five years from the date it was

f ,

•~~t

the ~i~~~ th~;;~~n~r
6
·
Business Name Statement
tr
must be filed before that time.
:: • -The filing of this statement
le . does not itself authorize the

t~

~ !i:i~:~~~

•t ~. ~~~i~e~~isN:~:
\\ ••. the rights of another under fed·
eral. state or common law
·,(See Section 14411 , Et Seq.,
Business and Professions
,.Code).

l1~~~~ i~~~~~~z Clerk

u

p. 10/30, 11/6, 11/ 13, 11/20

••-~
~~~-----The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
TNT REALTY
-,-25689 Rosebay Ct.
'>Moreno Valley, CA 92553
I

Nancy Ann Sheffey Ross
- 25689 Rosebay Ct.
1 ,,•Moreno Valley, CA 92553

Martha Lorraine Mckie
35974 Grey Whale Ln.
Wildomar, CA 92595

fictitious name(s) listed above.
I declare that all the information in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant who
declares as true, information
which he or she knows to be
false is guilty of a crime.)
s/.Nancy Rodriguez
The filing of this statement
does not of ltsett authorize the
use in this state of a fictitious
business name in violation of
the rights of another under federal, state, or common law
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the County of Riverside on 10/16/03.
I hereby certify that this copy is
a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business name statement expires
five years from the date it was
filed in the Office of the County
Clerk .
A new F~titious
Business Name Statement
must be flied before that time.
The filing of this statement
does not itself authorize the
use in this state of a Fictitious
Business Name in v10lation of
the rights of another under federal, state or common law
(See Section 14411, Et Seq.,
Business and Professions
Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2003-1 0892
p. 10/30, 11/6, 11/ 13, 11/20
STATEMENT OF ABANDON•
MENT OF USE OF FfCTI·
TIOUS BUSINESS NAME

The following fictitious busi·
ness name(s): Has been aban•
doned by the following person(s)
UNLIMITED
FINANCIAL
SOLU"l'IONS
21500 Calle Monaco
Moreno Valley, CA 92557

Cartetta Migyon Loflin
21500 Calle Monaco
Moreno Valley, CA 92557

John Willie Mckie, Jr.
35974 Grey Whale Ln.
Wildomar, CA 92595
This businesi is cqnducted by
Individual - Husband-& Wife.
Registrant has not yet begun
to transact business under the
fictitious name(s) listed above.
I declare that all the information in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant who
declares as true, information
which he or she knows to be
false is guilty of a crime.)
s/. Martha L. Mckie
The filing of this statement
does not of itself authorize the
use in this state of a fictitious
business name in violation of
the rights of another under federal, state, or common law
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the County of Riverside on 10/02/03.
I hereby certify that this copy is
a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business name statement expires
five years from the date it was
fi°led in the Office of the County
Clerk.
A new Fictitious
Business Name Statement
must be filed before that time.
The filing of this statement
does not nself authorize the
use in this state of a Fictitious
Business Name in violation of
the rights of another under federal, state or common law
(See Section 1441 1, Et Seq.,
Business and Professions
Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2003-10359
p. 10/30. 11/6, 11/13, 11/20

This business is conducted by
Individual.
The
fictitious
business
name(s) referred to above was
filed in Riverside County on
4/ 11/03,
I declare that all the information in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant who
declares as ➔rue , information
which he or she knows to be
false is gullfy of a crtme .)
s/...Cartetta M. Loflin
This statement was filed with
the County Clerk of Riverside
County on 10/27/03.
FILE NO. R-2003-03919
p. 10/30, 11/6, 11/13, 11/20
STATEMENT OF ABANDONMENT OF USE OF ACTI·
TIOUS BUSINESS NAME
The following fictitious business name(s): Has been aban-·
doned by the following person(s)
XPRESS SIGNING
21500 Calle Monaco
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
Cartetta Mlgyon Loflin
21500 Calle Monaco
Moreno Valley, CA 92551

SOLUTIONS
24384 Sunnymeed #205
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
Marie Strauss (NMN)
24384 Sunnymead Blvd. #205
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
Cartetta Nugyon Loflin
21500 Calle Monaco
Moreno Valley, CA 92557

This business is conducted by
a General Partnership.
The
fict itious
business
name(s) referred to above was
filed in Riverside County on
2/27/03.
I declare that all the informa,tion in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant who
declares as true, information
which he or she knows to be
false is guilty of a crime.)
s/...Carletta M . Loflin
This statement was filed with
the County Clerk of Riverside
County on 10/27/03.
FILE NO. R-2003-02173
p. 10/30, 11/6, 11/13, 11/20
The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
3 DAY MATTRESS • KIDS
BED OUTLET
31712 Casino Dr. #2A
Lake Elsinore, CA 92530
nm Joseph Parker
26871 V.alensole Court
Murrieta, C A 92562
This busih'e ss is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun
to transact business under the
fictitious name(s) listed above.
I declare that all the information in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant who
declares as true, information
which he or she knows to be
false is guilty of a crime.)
s/.nm Parker
The filing of this statement
does not of itself authorize the
use in this state of a fictitious
business name in violation of
the rights of another under federal, state, or common law
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement f iled with the County of Riverside on 10/28103.
I hereby certify that this copy is
a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business name statement expires
five years from the date it was
filed in the Office of the County
Clerk.
A new Fictitious
Business Name Statement
must be filed before that tim&.
The filing of this statement
does not itself authorize the
use in this state of a Fictitious
Business Name in violation of
the rights of another under federal, state or common law
(See Section 14411, Et Seq.,
Business and Professions
Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2003·11320
p. 11/6, 11/13, 11/20, 11/27
The following person(s) Is (are)
doing business as:

The following person(s) Is (are)
doing business as:
GENERAL9
3060 Panorama Road 19
Riverside, CA 92506

This business is conducted by
Individual.
The f ict itious business
name(s) referred to above was
filed in Riverside County on
1/08103.
I declare that all the information in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant who
declares as true, information
which he or she knows to be
false is guilty of a crime.)
s/...Carletta M. Loflin
This statement was flied with
the County Clerk of Riverside
County on 10/27/03.
FILE NO. R-2003-00201
p. 10/30, 1 t /6, 11/13, 11/20

Nancy Lynn Rodriguez
3060 Panorama Rd. #9
Riverside, CA 92506

STATEMENT OF ABANDON,
MENT OF USE OF FICTITIOUS BUSINESS NAME

This business is CO!lducted by
Individual.
' :>fl...r.~
Registrant has not yet begun
to tran·sact business under the

riess name(s): Has been aban•

The following fictit ious busi·
done<J by the fQllowin~ person(•)
UNL IMITED
FINANCIAL

INSTYLE GRAPHICS
778 Navarro Dr.
Corona, CA 92879

Harris Lucero Evangelista
778 Navarro Dr.
Corona, CA 92595

This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun
to transact business under the
fictitious name(s) listed above.
I declare thal all the i~formatlon In this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant who
declares as true, information
which he or she knows to be
false is guilty of a crime.)
sf.Harris Lucero Evangelista
The filing of this statement
does not of Itself aulhorize the
Ilse in this state of a fictitious
business name In violation of
the rights of another under federal, staIe, or common law
(sec, J 440 et sag. b &p cod,)
Statement filed with the County of Riverside on 10/21/03.

I hereby certify that this copy is
a correct copy of the original
statement on Ille in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious busi·
ness name statement expires
five years from the date it was
filed in the Office of the County
Clerk.
A new Fictitious
Business Name Statement
must be filed before that time.
The filing of this statement
does not itself authorize the
use in this state of a Fictitious
Business Name in vioJatlon of
the rights of another under federal, state or common law
(See Section 14411 , Et Seq.,
Business and Professions
Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2003-11000
p. 11/6 , 11/ 13, 11/20, 11 /27
' The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
FIRST CALL COM P UTER
SOLUTIONS
1 ST CAL L COM PU TER
SOLUTIONS
33421 Hidden Hollow Dr.
Wildomar, CA 92595
Aaron Julian (NMN)
33421 Hidden Hollow Dr.
Wildomar, CA 92595
This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun
to transact business under the
fictitious name(s) listed above.
I declare that all the information in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant who
declares as true, information
which he or she knows to be
false is guilty of a crime.)
sf.Aaron Julian
The filing of this statement
does not of Itself authorize the
use m this stale of a fictitious
business name in violation of
the rights of another under federal, state, or common law
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the County of Riverside on 10/21/03.
I hereby certify that this copy is
a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictltiou; business name statement expires
five years from the date it was
filed in the Office of the County
Clerk .
A new Fictitious
Business Name Statement
must be filed before that time.
The filing of this statement
does not itself aulhorlze {he
use in this state of a Flctitfous
Bustness Name in violation of
the rights of another under federal, state or common law
(See Section 1441t , Et Seq.,
Business and Professions

Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2003-11001
p . tt /6, 11/ 13, 11/20, 11/27

Thursday, November 6, 2003

ty of Riverside on t 0/24/03.
I hereby certify that this copy is
a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business name statement expires
five years from the date it was
filed in the Office of the County
Clerk.
A new Fictitious
Business Name Statement
must be filed before that t ime
The filing of this statement
does not itself authorize the
use in this state of a Fictit1ous
Business Name in violation of
the rights of another under fed·
eral, state or common law
(See Section 14411 , Et Seq.,
Business and Professions
Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. 1-2003-03021
p. 11/6, 11/13, 11/20, 11/27
The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
SOPHISTICATED SALON
629 N. Main Street Suite C· 1
Corona, CA 92882

Sharaymn Windross Mclean
2645 Taylor Ave.
Corona, CA 92882
Mark Anthony Windross
7044 Ohio River Dr.
Mira Loma, CA 91762

This business is conducted by
a General Partnership.
Registrant commenced to
transact business under the
fictnious business name(s) list- ·
ed allove on 10/23/03.
I declare that all the information in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant who
declares as true, Information
whch he or she knows to be
false is guilty of a crime.)
s/.Sharaym Mclean
The filing of this statement
does not of itself authorize the
use in this state of a fictitious
business name in violation of
the rights of another under federal, state, or common law
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the County of Riverside on 10/23/03.
I hereby certify that this copy i9
a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business name statement expires
five years from the date ii was
filed in the Office of the County
Clerk.
A new Fictitious
Business Name Statement
must be filed before that time.
The filing of this statement
does not itself authorize the
use in this stat9 of a Fictitious
Business Name In violation of
the rights of another under federal, state or common law
(See Section 14411, Et Seq.,
Business and Professions
Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2003- 11 164
p. 11/6, 11/ 13, 11/20, 11/27

The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
ROBIN WATERS FINANCIAL
SERVICES
7177 Brockton Ave. Suite 109
Riverside, CA 92506
7120 G. Indiana Ave #43
Riverside, CA 92504

FELONY FLAMES CUSTOM
9360 Sage Ave.
Riverside, CA 92503

Robin Joan Waters
7120 G. Indiana #43
Riverside, CA 92504

Anita Lynn Caton
9360 Sage Ave.
Riverside, CA 92503

Hal James Clark
7120 G. Indiana #43
R1versisde, CA 92504

This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun
to transact business under the
fictitious name(s) listed abpve.
I declare that all the information in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant who
declares as true, information
which he or she knows to be
false is guilty of a crime.)
s/.Anita L. Caton
The filing of this statement
does not of itself authorize the
use in this state of a fictitious
business name in violation o(
the rigttts of another under federal, state, or common ·1aw
(sec t 440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the Coun•
ty of Riverside on 10/17/03
I hereby certify that this copy Is
a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office

This business is conducted by
a General Partnership.
Registrant has not yet begun
to transact business under the
fictitious name(s) listed above.
I declare that all the information in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant who
declares as true, Information
which he or she knows to be
false Is guilty of a crime.)
s/.Robln Waters
The filing of this statement
does not of itself authorize the
use in this state of a fictitious
business name in violation of
the rights of another under federal, state, or common law
(sec. 1440 e1:. seq. b &p oode)
Statement Med with the Coun•

rrJl(r,

The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:

NOTICE: This fictttious business name statement expires
five years from the date it was
filed in the Office of the County
Clark.
A new Fictitious
Business Name Statement
must be filed before that time.
The filing of this statement
does not itself authorize the
use in this state of a Fictitious
Business Name In violation of
the rights of another under federal, state or common law
(See Section 14411, "Et Seq.,
Business and Professions
Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2003-10934
p. 11/6, 11/ 13, 11/20, 11/27

must be filed before that time.
The filing of this statement
does not itself authorize the
use in this state of a Fictitious
Business Name in violation of
the rights of another under federal, state or common law
(See Section 14411, Et Seq.,
Business and Professions
Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2003-11368
p. 11/6, 11/13, 11/20, 11/27

The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
OK SUSHI
10436 Magnolia Ave.
Riverside, CA 92503
P.O . Box 7302
Riverside, CA 92513

Kymberly Jo' Muehter
31217 Electric Ave.
Nuevo, CA 92567

0aeauh Enterprise, Inc.
CA2526818
This business is conducted by
Corporation.
Registrant commenced to
transact business under the
fictitious business name(s) listed above on Oct. 29, 2003.
I declare that au the informatton in this statement is 1rue
and correct. (A registrant who
declares as true, information
which he ot she knows to be
false is guilty of a crime.)
s/.Keum Rye Park, President
Llc/Al# CA 2526818
The filing of this statement
does not of itself authorize the
use in this state of a fictiUous
business name In violation of
!he rights of another under federal, state, or common law
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the Ccunty of Riverside on 10/29/03.
I hereby certify that this copy is
a correct copy of the otiginal
statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business name statement expires
five years from the date it was
filed in the Office of the County
Clerk.
A new Fictitious
Business Name Statement
must be filed before that time.
The filing of this statement
does not itself authorize the
use in this state of a Fictitious
Business Name in violation of
the rights of another under federal, stale or common' law
(See Section 14411 , Et Seq ,
Business and Professions
Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2003-11345
p. 11/6, 11/ 13, 11/20, 11/27
The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
FASHION PRECIOSA
5700 Van Buren Blvd.
Riverside, CA 92503

Mihee Jeon (NMN)
2412 Plaza De Vista
Fullerton, CA 92833
This business is conducted by
Individual
Registrant has not yet begun
to transact business under the
llctitlous name(s) listed above.
I declare that all the information in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant who
declares as true, information
which he or she knows to be
false is guilty of a crime.)
s/.Mihee Jeon
The filing of this statement
does not of itself authorize the.
use in this state of a fictitious
business name in violattan of
' the rights of another under federal. state, or common law
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the County of Riverside on 10/29/03.
I hereby certify lhat this copy is
a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business name statement expires
five years from the date It was
filed ,n the Office of the County
Clark.
A new Fictitious
Business Name Statement

The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
CARING COMPANIONS
736 N. State St. #202
Hemet, CA 92543

This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant commenced to
transact business under the
fictitious business name(s) listed above on 10/02/01.
I declare that all the ,nformation in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant who
declares as true, informatton
which he or she knows to be
false is guilty of a crime.)

s/.Kymberly Muehter
The filing of this statement
does not of nself authorize the
use in this state of a fictitious
business name in violation of
the rights of another under federal, state, or common Jaw
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the County of Riverside on 10/29/03.
I hereby certify that this copy Is
a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: T his foctltlous business name statement expires
five years from the date it was
filed in the Office of the County
Clerk.
A new Fictitious
Business Name Statement
must be filed before that time.
The filing of this statement
does not ltsett authorize the
use in this state of a Fictitious
Business Name in violation of
the rights of another under federal. state or common law
(See Section 14411, Et Seq ..
Business and Professions
Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County Cler~
FILE NO. R-2003-1 t 339
p. 11/6 , 11/13, 11/20, 11/27
STATEMENT OF ABANDON•
MENT OF USE OF FICTI·
TIOUS BU SINESS N AME

The following fictitious business name(s): Has been abandoned by the following per~on(s)
CARING COMPANIONS
26283 Investors Pl.
Hemet, CA 92544
Kymberty Jo Muehter
26283 Investors Pl.
Hemet, CA 92544
Paul Phillip Muehter, Ill
26283 Investors Pl.
Hemet, CA 92544
This business is conducted by
Individuals - Husband & W ife '
The
fictitious
business
name(s) referred to above was
filed in Riverside County on
10-02-01 .
I declare that all the information in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant who
declares as true, information
which he or she knows to be
false is guilly of a crime.)
s/•. Kymberly Muehter
This statement was filed wtth
the County Clerk of Riverside
County on 1 0/29/03.
FILE NO. R-2001-07900
p. 11/6, 11/ 13, 11/20, 11/27

Need ACAR?

NEW? Cenilied? Pre-Owned?
Do you have bad credit?
Repos, Bankruptcy, Charge Offs?
Are you a 1st time buyer?
Do you have good credit?

Would you like a great deal?
A Great Interest Rate without the Hassle?
(Customer Cash Back up to $2000)

Robert
Coleman,

Dushane
Granger

(9091134-6021
..

(909) 515-3695

Schedule Your Appointment Today!

Quality Toyota
1685 West Sixth Street

GET THE FEELING
@TOYOTA

Corona, CA 92882

V-II l I S W A G E N
Drivers wanted

■
■
4

New 2004 Volkswagen Touareg
MSRP . .. .. .... .

♦ARROWHEAD

.$35,665

FREEWAY DISCOUNT

2003 Volkswagen Passat GL

~ k, ~~~~

$2 908

MSRP . ... .. , . .. . .... . . ...$23,400

NET COST TO YOU!

Arrowhead Credit Union
Member Dealer Direct Program
VIN #40 013112

FREEWAY DISCOUNT .. . .. . , .$3,100
NET COST TO YOU !

Official Dealer Direct Dealer

VIN #3P347172
1 @ this Pric e

1@ this Price

2003 Volkswagen Jetta GL

2004 Volkswagen Beetle Convertible

MSRP .. . ... . .... ... , .... .$17,675

FREEWAY DISCOUNT

. . $2 676

NET COST TO YOU!

IN STOCK
NOW!!!
VIN #3M048209
1@ this Price

www.freewaylm-vw.com
The -new Volkswagen Warranty Is so much better, nmight very well"bring tears of joy to your eyes.
• Basic Warranty: 4 years/50,000 miles (whichever occurs first) Limited New
Vehicle Warranty. Wear & tear items and adjustments excluded after initial 12
months/1
miles (whichever occurs first).

i,ooo

• Powertrain Warranty: 5 years/60,000 miles (whichever occurs first) Limited
Powertrain Warranty.
• Roadside _Assistan~e•: 4 years/50,000 miles (whichever occurs first) 24-hour

..~.AB.Ro
~

~ ' l ' a ~ ~ M d .....

AITOwhead Credit Union
Member Dealer Direct Program

Ford
Credit

roadside assistance.
• Anti-Corrosion**: 12-year unlimited mileage Limited Warranty Against Corrosion
Perforation.
*Courtesy of our friends at the American Automobile Association (AAA) and their affiliated clubs in 1he U.S.
"*6-year unlimited mileage Limited Warranty Against Corrosion Perforation avaifable on the Cal;>rio.
a-year unlimited mileage Limited
Warranty Against Corrosion Perforation available on the EuroVan.
,,
.

FREEWAY VOLKSWAGEN
909/889-3514 • 1-800-237-8-115
1600 CAMINO R E AL, S AN BERNARDINO
All vehicles subject to prior sale, Plus tax lie., doc. (smog if any). On approved credit. Must see dealer for details. St~ndard rules of eligibiltty apply. Sale ends close of business 11/09/03.

.
F
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uTHE LINCOLN PREMIER EXP-ERI;ENCE"

s4,■,oo
FACTORY REBATE
or

00%
1 .

60 Months

: .2003 Lincoln· LS.

·On Approved Credit

2004 Linco n Navigator

Up to 60 months financing a t $16.67 per 1,000 •
financed to qualffied buyers on approved tier 0, 1
credit through Ford Motor Credit.
•

MS:RP . . ... , •... .. • , , • •...$41,81!'
FACTORY RE.BATE ... , , .... , ,4,00()'

Test Drive

FREEWAY l;!ISCOUNT n , ,

.

$

VIN#4V6044~B

All New 2004 Lincoln Aviator , Today!
.;,,: ,

c:~

-~,=

,

~

Aviator
:·

.'

,2 SQP

·. 35,31~,'

TheNew'04

'

,.

'

2004 Lincoln Towncar Signaf11-re

~

t

~1

Ford

Rebates arid Discount on selected
models. Rebates as low as 0.0% ·
on selected models. Through Ford
Motor Company.

Credit

t

[~
-

'

.,,

'IL'

-

~--...

1.U:JH.llll"!'

~-

.

www.freewaylm-vw.com _·

2004 GRAND MARQUIS GS

$16,530

or0.0%APR

FREEWAY~ , , , , •• , • , • .$1.200

On Appnvtd Credit
Up to 60 months financing at $16.67 per 1,000
financed to qualified buyers on approved tier 0,
1, credit through Ford Motor Credij_

2004 MERCURY
MONTEREY

$21,615

2003 MERCURY
MOUNTAINEER V&

MSRP .....................$29,111

MSRP .••••••••••••••••••• .$30,010

FACTORY REBATE •••••••••••• •$2,000

FACTORY REBATl ............ .$4,000

FREEWAY DISCQUIT •·•• ,,,,.,, .$2.200

.EBEEWAY~ •••••••••• .$2.290

$25,795

$23,720

or0.0% APR
Up to 60 months financing at
$16.67 per 1,000 financed to quali·
tied buyers on approved tier 0, 1,
credit through Foro Motor Credrt.

VIN# 3W111155

PARTS DEPT. SPECIAL

1Oo/o OFF

$16,999

ANY ACCESSORY PURCHASE
WITH COUPON
Excludes sale items, cannot be combined
with any other offer. Exp. 11 -30-03

NOVEMBER SERVICE SPECIAL

♦ARRo · . . .

1Oo/o OFF
ALL 30,000 MILE SERVICES IN
SEmMBER. APPLIES TO LINCOLN &
MERCURY VEHICLES ONLY.

~lli~---&ild~

An'owhead Credit Union
Member Dealer Direct Program

Ford

Credit

26,999

5

.

909-889-3514 • 1-800-237-8115 ~'

MSRP . , ...••...••.. . . . .. . .$25,815
FACTORY REBATE ..... 1 ...... .$3.000

MSRP .•••••• , , , ••• • •••••• .$20,930

FACTORY REIATE ••••••••••.. •$3,000
EIIHWAJ'~ ••••••••• ' .$1 AOQ

NetCostToYou

A-MfllH CA.N

~o k.:w!

..,_

2003 MERCURY SABLE GS
Net Cost ro You

f
L. IN COLN

IF R JB Ia wA y lL ItN

$28,999

FREE WHEEL BALANCE WITH ANY TIRE
PURCHASED AT FREEWAY UM DURING
THE MONTH OF NOV EMBER

